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Dissolved organic matter (DOM) adsorption on minerals plays an important role in 
many functions of soils, including the retention of carbon by soils. These interactions 
exist across scales in the environment, with implications from field to molecular 
levels. Work spanning these scales is presented, highlighting DOM dynamics in 
agricultural soils under different management as well as laboratory based studies of 
model biomolecule-mineral interactions. Field level studies show the amount and 
characteristics of DOM differ greatly between surface and subsoils. Observed depth 
trends in DOM are influenced by tillage, with tilled soils exhibiting two discreet 
distributions in DOM characteristics. A punctuated change from sorptive partitioning 
of surface DOM inputs to source driven DOM dynamics in subsoils is observed in 
tilled systems with no-till soils showing a gradual transition between the two. 
Molecular-level studies of protein (bovine serum albumin (BSA)) and nucleic acid 
(deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)) interaction with the common soil minerals 
montmorillonite and goethite demonstrate the interplay between biomolecular 
characteristics and the kinetic, equilibrium and conformational aspects of adsorption. 
Furthermore, studies were conducted with both BSA and DNA in solution together. 
Under these conditions, assembly of BSA and DNA in solution is shown to impact the 
 mechanism and quantity of biomolecule adsorption on goethite. These results enhance 
our understanding of organic matter interaction with soils at two distinct scales, both 
through probing DOM transformation in agricultural soils and mechanistic studies of 
biomolecule adsorption on minerals.  
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“The White Rabbit put on his spectacles. ‘Where shall I begin, please your Majesty?’ 
he asked.  
‘Begin at the beginning,’ the King said, very gravely, ‘and go on till you 
come to the end: then stop.’  
There was dead silence in the court, whilst the White Rabbit read out these verses:-“ 
-Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
The Influence of Tillage on the Dynamics of Dissolved Fractions in a 
Mid-Atlantic Agroecosystem 
 
1. Introduction 
Dissolved organic matter (DOM) serves important roles in many key 
biogeochemical processes within soils.1,2 For example, DOM is an important substrate 
for microbial and plant growth, providing carbon, nitrogen, sulfur, potassium and 
phosphorus necessary for cellular function. DOM also mediates the transport of these 
constituent elements in soils.3 Of specific relevance to macronutrient biogeochemistry 
is the movement of DOM from surface soils into the subsoil and subsequent retention 
of C and N by the soil matrix.4 As these fractions move through the soil profile, they 
may be continually subjected to various modification, influencing the amount and 
characteristics of DOM in solution, generally resulting in a decrease in DOM with an 
increase of soil depth. This trend is often attributed to losses of the DOM pool through 
an interplay of selective adsorption of DOM constituents to the soil matrix, 
incorporation within minerals during precipitation and microbial processing of DOM, 
such as decomposition, release and modification of free and mineral-adsorbed 
DOM.2,4-8 Differing viewpoints regarding the influence of these different processes, 
and the subsequent dynamics of DOM in soils, have been posited in the literature. It 
has been proposed that DOM behavior in solution is controlled by continuous, 
chromatographic partitioning, with strongly adsorbing components of DOM (i.e. 
DOM constituents with high molecular weight, more hydrophobic character and 
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enriched in aromatic, phenolic and carboxylic functionalities) selectively removed, 
while DOM constituents less likely to adsorb move deeper in soil profiles and 
eventually leach out into groundwater.9 Alternatively, microbial transformation of 
adsorbed and mineral-incorporated DOM has been proposed to play an important role 
in DOM behavior in soils through release of previously retained DOM from plant and 
microbial inputs through processing and displacement of retained material.6 This 
model results in more plant derived DOM near the surface with microbial byproducts 
being the dominant components in subsoils. Together, all of these points highlight the 
importance of the mobile DOM fraction to the ecological functioning of soils and its 
dynamic nature throughout soil profiles.  
Given the dynamic nature of DOM fractions in soils, these species are sensitive 
to soil management practices, including tillage, amendment addition and extent of soil 
drainage.1 Particularly, DOM dynamics have been linked to tillage practices in 
agroecosystems. Tillage has been observed to alter the amount of DOM in soils, with 
tillage typically associated with lower amounts of DOM in surface soils compared 
with no-till soils.1 This has been attributed to greater renewal of DOM by larger bulk 
soil organic matter stocks observed in no-till soils.10 Not all studies, however, show 
this result, with tillage shown to have no impact or a positive response of DOM 
concentration to tillage due to enhanced microbial degradation of plant residues.11 
Similar to previous studies on DOM concentration, analyses of tillage influence on 
DOM molecular composition have yielded mixed results. A previous nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) and pyrolysis field ionization mass spectrometric study 
demonstrated a relative increase in carbohydrate, lignin monomer and phenolic species 
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within a water soluble, hydrophobic resin fractionated DOM fraction in a surface soil 
tilled regularly compared with a soil converted to a grassland.12 These observed 
differences were tied to more rigorous microbial activity and decomposition of plant 
residues under more intense cultivation. Recent UV/visible and fluorescence 
spectrometric characterization of DOM extracted from till and no-till soils to a depth 
of 30 cm suggested that tillage increases the proportion of decomposed and condensed 
aromatic structures relative to no-till agriculture.13 Another study, however, showed no 
significant difference between fluorescence landscapes of DOM extracted from till 
and no-till surface soils, suggesting the molecular characteristics of DOM are 
similar.14 As is evident from variation in previous results and present gaps in our 
understanding of DOM dynamics with respect to tillage practices, further study is 
needed to assess the potential influence of tillage on these critical soil components. 
Furthermore, existing studies focus primarily on surface soils to plow layer depth, 
rendering studies of the behavior of these mobile species and their associated organic 
matter in subsoils, where transformations of DOM associated organic matter may 
propagate, particularly scarce. 
The objective of this study is to probe the influence of tillage on dynamics of 
organic matter associated with DOM fractions throughout agricultural soil profiles. To 
address this objective, DOM was isolated from five depth intervals up to 72 cm depth. 
Soils used in this study are part of a long term (40 years) tillage experiment and 
represent no-till and conventional tillage management practices. C and N within DOM 
isolated throughout profiles were measured to assess the quantitative implications of 
tillage on organic matter in these fractions. Furthermore, 0.2 µm extracts were further 
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characterized by UV/visible spectrophotometry to target the relative aromaticity of 
these components and by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to identify 
select organic functional groups and mineral constituents. Lastly, the 0.2 µm DOM 
fractions were probed by fluorescence excitation emission scans to infer sources and 
partitioning of DOM at sampled depth intervals. These data, interpreted in conjunction 
with bulk soil properties (i.e. C/N, mineralogy, texture, organic matter functional 
group composition), are used to develop a novel perspective on the influence of tillage 
on DOM dynamics throughout the soil profile.  
 
2. Materials and Methods 
2.1 Study site and soil sampling. Soil samples were collected from tillage treatment 
plots initiated in 1978 at the Pennsylvania State University Russell E. Larson 
Agricultural Research Center in Rock Springs, PA. Two plots were selected for use in 
this study (40°42′46”N, 77°58′11”W), a plot managed under no-till management (NT) 
and a plot maintained under moldboard tillage (MB) to a depth of about 20 cm. Soils 
on these plots are dominated by the Hagerstown silt loam (Fine, mixed, semiactive 
mesic Typic Hapludalf) soil series with certain portions classified as Nolin silt loam 
(Fine-silty, mixed, active mesic Dystric Fluventic Eutrudepts) soils. Further details 
regarding climatological data and historical management practices related to these 
plots can be found elsewhere.15 Soils were sampled across one plot for each tillage 
treatment, with a set of three sample cores collected to a depth of 72 cm at three points 
across each plot (9 soil cores per treatment). 72 cm was selected as this was the 
shallowest depth to bedrock observed amongst all points sampled. Cores were then 
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divided into 5 depth increments, 0-12, 12-20, 20-35, 35-50 and 50-72 cm, and pooled 
with other cores collected at the same point (3 pooled soil cores per treatment). After 
collection, pooled samples were air dried, ground and passed through a two mm sieve 
before further analysis. 
2.2 Measurement of bulk soil properties. 
2.2.1 Soil pH, texture, organic carbon and total nitrogen. Soil pH was measured using 
a 1:1 soil to water (w:v) ratio. Particle size distribution was determined using the 
hydrometer method with sodium hexametaphosphate pretreatment to disperse soils.16 
Organic C and total N content of soils were quantified using a Shimadzu Total 
Organic Carbon Analyzer TOC-5000A (Shimadzu Corp., Kyoto, Japan) equipped with 
a solid sample module and an infrared detector. Prior to organic C and total N 
analysis, soils were ball milled to a fine powder and pre-treated with 2 N HCl at 80°C 
to remove any inorganic C species potentially present.  
2.2.2 Selective extraction of Fe and Al species. Selective extraction of Fe and Al from 
soils were performed to estimate the quantity of these elements in three fractions: the 
free (non-silicate) crystalline, poorly-crystalline and organically bound forms of these 
elements. Prior to performing these extractions, soils were ball milled to a fine 
powder. Dithionite-citrate extraction of soils, extracting free (non-silicate), crystalline 
and non-crystalline forms of bound elements, was performed as described 
previously.17 Briefly, 25 mL of 0.68 M sodium citrate solution and 0.4 g of sodium 
dithionite were added to 0.500 g of finely ground soil in a 50-mL centrifuge tube and 
shaken overnight. The suspension was then centrifuged at 510 rcf for 20 minutes. 
Collected supernatant was then diluted by a factor of 40 with doubly deionized water 
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(18.2 MΩ resistance) before analysis by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission 
spectroscopy (ICP-AES). The poorly-crystalline forms of Fe and Al were determined 
using the acid ammonium oxalate method.18 For this method, 10 mL of a 0.2 M 
ammonium/acid oxalate solution at pH = 3.0 was added to 0.25 g of soil in a 15-mL 
plastic centrifuge tube and shaken for 4 hours. Shaking was done in the dark to avoid 
dissolution of crystalline forms from the soil. After shaking, samples were centrifuged 
for 10 minutes at 10000 rcf. The supernatant was then diluted 30 times with doubly 
deionized water prior to elemental determination by ICP-AES. Extraction with sodium 
pyrophosphate was used to quantify the organically-bound fraction of Fe and Al in 
soils.19 9 mL of 0.1 M sodium pyrophosphate was added to 0.300 g of soil in a 50-mL 
centrifuge tube, representing a 1:30 soil to extractant ratio (m:v) suitable for soils low 
in pyrophosphate extractable elements, and shaken overnight. Suspensions were then 
centrifuged at 20000 rcf for 10 minutes and diluted by 10 before ICP-AES analysis. 
Crystalline Fe and Al were determined by subtracting the amount of these elements 
released by acid ammonium oxalate extraction from the amount extracted using the 
dithionite-citrate procedure. Poorly-crystalline forms of Fe and Al were determined by 
subtracting the sodium pyrophosphate extracted (organically bound) elements from the 
amount extracted by acid ammonium oxalate.  
2.2.3 Carbon K-edge x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy of 
bulk soils. Carbon K-edge XANES spectra of soils at all depth intervals from two 
sampling locations within the MB and NT plots were collected at the University of 
Wisconsin Synchrotron Radiation Center in Stoughton, WI USA. Spectra were 
collected at the HERMON beamline (port 33) on the 0.8 MeV Aladdin storage ring at 
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250 mA current under vacuum conditions (<1 × 10−7 Torr). Finely ground samples and 
standards were prepared for XANES analysis by pressing a few tenths of a gram onto 
a section of indium foil, which was then affixed to the sample holder using a piece of 
double-sided adhesive tape. Data collection was performed in total fluorescence yield 
(TFY) mode with a double stacked multi-plate chevron detector and recorded using a 
varied-line spacing spherical grating monochromator.20 All spectra were acquired at a 
resolution of 0.4 eV from 282 to 305 eV (0.10 eV step-size for samples and 0.25 eV 
step-size for standards). Entrance and exit slits were fixed at 122 and 360 μm, 
respectively, providing a 1 mm × 0.72 mm beam spot size. After collection, the TFY 
signal was divided by the reference channel beam current (I0), yielding current 
normalized spectra to account for changes to I0 across sample scans. Further 
normalization to the edge jump absorbance between the flat regions of the pre-edge 
and post-edge was performed. Normalized spectra were then energy calibrated to the 
gold mesh used for I0 channel collection. All post-hoc modifications to data were 
made using Athena.21 Spectra from MB and NT plots shown represent the average of 
spectra collected from two sites within each plot.  
2.3 DOM isolation and speciation 
2.3.1 Isolation of DOM from soils. Soils were combined with doubly deionized water 
at a 1 to 10 soil to water mass ratio and gently shaken overnight in 50-mL centrifuge 
tubes on a table shaker. Suspensions were then filtered through 0.2 µm 
polyethersulfone filters which were pre-rinsed with 200 mL of doubly deionized 
water. Spectroscopic analyses (i.e. fluorescence, UV/Vis and FTIR) of filtrates were 
conducted immediately after filtering. Otherwise, samples were stored at -20°C and 
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subsequently thawed before analysis. 
2.3.2 Quantification of carbon and nitrogen in DOM fractions. Non-purgeable organic 
carbon (NPOC) and total dissolved nitrogen (TDN) were measured on a Shimadzu 
TOC-VCPH/CPN equipped with a non-dispersive infrared gas analyzer for NPOC 
determination. TDN determination was by reaction with ozone and chemiluminescent 
gas analyzer at 720°C N detector. Samples were analyzed using high temperature 
(720°C) catalytic (Pt) oxidation and were acidified and sparged prior to analysis and 
detection for DOC by non-dispersive infrared gas analyzer (NDIR).  
2.3.3 FTIR spectroscopic measurements. FTIR spectra were collected on a Vertex 70 
spectrometer (Bruker Inc., Billerica, MA) equipped with a Pike GladiATR (Pike 
Technologies, Madison, WI) sampling accessory. A single reflection diamond internal 
reflection element (IRE) with a diameter of 3 mm was used for sample analysis. 
Spectra were collected on 6 µL aliquots of extracted DOM which were drop cast and 
dried under argon gas on the IRE. Between samples, the IRE was cleaned with ethanol 
and rinsed multiple times with deionized water. Spectra were collected from 4000 – 
800 cm-1 with 4 cm-1 resolution and represent an average of 128 scans. After 
collection, spectra received an atmospheric compensation, smoothing, baseline 
correction and normalization. Replicate spectra (n = 3) for each depth and tillage 
treatment were then averaged. Processing of spectra was performed using OPUS 7.2 
software (Bruker, Inc., Billerica, MA).  
2.3.4 UV/Visible spectroscopic measurements. UV/Vis spectra of 0.2 µm filtered 
DOM samples were measured with a Shimadzu UV-Vis 2600 spectrometer using a 
quartz cell with a 1 cm path length. Spectra were collected from 200-400 nm using a 
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0.1 s accumulation time and 2.0 nm slit widths against a deionized water background. 
For determination of the relative aromaticity of DOM extracts, samples were 
interpreted through specific UV absorbance at 254 nm (SUVA254). SUVA254 values 
represent the absolute absorbance of DOM at 254 nm normalized against its NPOC 
concentration. 
2.3.5 Fluorescence spectroscopic measurements. Fluorescence excitation-emission 
matrices (EEMs) of DOM samples were collected on a Photon Technology 
International Quantamaster 40 spectrofluorometer (Photon Technology International, 
Lawrenceville, NJ). A xenon excitation source was used, with emission and excitation 
slits set to a 5 nm band-pass. The lamp was turned on approximately 30 minutes 
before data collection to allow for stabilization of the source. An integration time of 
0.25s was used for all scans. Signals were internally corrected for wavelength effects 
and lamp fluctuations. EEMs represent a series of emission scans collected at a series 
of excitation wavelengths. Excitation wavelengths ranged from 220-450 nm, with 
emission scans collected at 5 nm steps. Emission spectra were collected from 250-550 
nm at a 2 nm step size. The starting wavelength of collected emission scans was offset 
from the excitation wavelength by 30 nm to remove interference from exciting 
photons. Prior to collection of fluorescence spectra, DOM samples were diluted to an 
A254 value of <0.10 to reduce influence of the inner-filter effect on spectra. For each 
day data were collected, a water blank was collected to serve as a background for 
removing Raman scattering and for normalization of EEMs. EEMs were normalized to 
the area under the water Raman peak from 383-412 nm at an excitation wavelength of 
350 nm. Second-order Rayleigh scattering features were accounted for by deletion of 
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data at the peak wavelength ± 10 nm. Processed EEMs from each replicate of depth 
and tillage treatment were averaged (n = 3) after processing. 
2.3.6 Determination of free phenols in DOM extracts. Quantification of phenols in 
DOM extracts was determined using a previously described modification of the Folin-
Ciocalteu method.22,23 To 0.5 mL of DOM extracts, 75 µL of 1.9 M Na2CO3 and 25 
µL Folin-Ciocalteu reagent were added. Sample and reagents were left for 1 hour to 
allow color to develop. After this time, samples were analyzed with UV/Vis 
spectrophotometry and quantified using the peak centered at 760 nm. Concentrations 
were determined against gallic acid standards, with concentration units of samples 
given as gallic acid equivalents (GAE). 
 
3. Results  
3.1 Bulk MB and NT soil properties 
3.1.1 Soil pH and texture. Soil particle size distribution and pH results for the MB and 
NT soils are shown in Table 1.1. Soil textures range from clay loam to silt loam with 
subsoils generally finer than surface soils. Soil pH between both plots at all depth 
intervals studied is similar, with a pH around 6.0.  
3.1.2 Extractable Fe and Al and clay mineralogy. Crystalline Fe and Al is the most 
prevalent form of extractable Fe and Al, with concentrations ranging from 48.8-68.9 
and 24.4-50.6 mg/g soil, respectively (Figures A1.1 and A1.2). Poorly-crystalline and 
short range forms of Fe and Al represent a smaller proportion of these elements across 
all depths and tillage plot relative to crystalline species, with concentrations ranging 
from 4.6-14.2 and 3.0-4.5 mg/g soil for Fe and Al, respectively. Organically-bound Fe 
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and Al represent the smallest pool of extracted forms in soils from both plots, with 
concentration ranging from 0.1-0.44 and 0.22-0.38 mg/g soil, respectively for Fe and 
Al. The 0-12 (0.31 mg/g soil) and 12-20 (0.35 mg/g soil) cm depths are similar in the 
MB soil, with a sharp decrease in concentration to a fairly constant value in subsoils 
from 20-72 cm (from 0.10-0.15 mg/g soil). The decrease in the NT soil is a gradual 
decline from 0.44 mg/g soil at 0-12 cm down to 0.09 mg/g soil at 50-72 cm.  
FTIR spectra of bulk soils show features associated with specific crystalline 
aluminosilicate clay minerals, primarily illite and kaolinite (Figures A1.3 and A1.4). 
In addition to these clay minerals, FTIR spectra show distinct features attributable to 
quartz in soils from both the MB and NT plots. 
3.1.3 Soil C and N contents. Depth trends for organic C and total N are influenced by 
tillage, with a homogeneous distribution of C and N within plow layer depth (up to 20 
cm) and a sharp decrease to a relatively stable value from all depths downward in MB 
soils (Table 1.1 and Figures 1.1a-b). Distribution within the equivalent plow layer 
depth of 20 cm in NT soils is distinct from the MB soils, with the 12-20 cm depth 
having lower organic C and N concentration relative to the surface soil (0-12 cm). 
Unlike the MB soils, the NT soils show a more gradual decrease in organic C and total 
N below 20 cm depth in addition to differences within the equivalent plow layer depth. 
The C:N ratio of MB (11.1 at 0-12 cm to 5.7 at 50-72 cm) and NT (12.2 at 0-12 cm to 
5.4 at 50-72 cm) soils decreases with depth through these profiles (Figure 1.1c). 
Given the variability in sampled soils, the only depth at which a difference between 
MB and NT soils is observed is at 0-12 cm, where the NT soil has a higher C:N. 
3.1.4 Carbon speciation in tilled and no-till soils. Mean carbon K-edge XANES 
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spectra of soils at all depths from the MB and NT plots are shown in Figure 1.2 
(individual replicate spectra are shown in Figure A1.5). Across all of the spectra, 
there are three regions and associated transitions of organic carbon functionalities 
observed: a feature at around 285.2 eV resulting from the aromatic C=C π→π* 
transition, a region from 286.5-287.5 eV assigned to C 1s→π* transitions of 
substituted/heterocyclic aromatic groups as well as the 1s-3p/σ* of aliphatic C-H 
moieties, and a peak at around 288.6 eV, which is attributed to amide/carboxylic 
1s→π* transition.24,25 For spectra from both plots and all depth increments, the two 
features associated with aromatic C=C, and amide/carboxylic groups are the most 
pronounced. The relative proportion of these two peaks appears to change modestly 
with depth in both the NT and MB soils, with the aromatic C=C feature at 285.5 eV 
becoming generally more pronounced with depth relative to the amide/carboxyl peak 
at around 288.6 eV. In addition to the subtle depth trend associated with the aromatic 
C=C and amide/carboxyl peaks, the features associated with the region from 286.5-
287.5 eV become more enhanced with depth in MB and NT profiles. This manifests as 
the appearance of a distinct peak around 287.5 eV and a broad increase in the 286.5-
287.5 eV portion of the spectrum of the 35-50 and 50-72 cm MB soils. To a lesser 
extent in NT subsoils, this region becomes somewhat heightened, gradually occupying 
a greater proportion of the region between the aromatic C=C peak at 285.5 eV and the 
amide/carboxyl peak at 288.6 eV with depth.  
3.2 Properties of DOM extracted from MB and NT soils 
3.2.1 Organic carbon and total nitrogen in DOM fractions from MB and NT profiles. 
Water extractable, non-purgeable organic carbon (NPOC) and total nitrogen (TN) 
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concentrations for the < 0.2 µm fraction are shown in Figures 1.3a and b. For both 
MB and NT soils, the amount of NPOC and TN extracted within the < 0.2 μm DOM 
fraction decrease with depth. The trend in decrease is similar to that observed for bulk 
organic C and total N contents, with tillage homogenizing the amount of DOM within 
the plow layer of MB soils, 0.12 and 0.13 mg NPOC/g soil for 0-12 and 12-20 cm, 
respectively, followed by a sharp decrease to a relatively constant value in subsoils 
(0.05-0.04 mg C/g soil). Unlike the MB soils, the amount of NPOC and TN associated 
with the < 0.2 μm DOM fraction of NT soils follows a relatively gradual decrease. NT 
soils contain < 0.2 µm extractable NPOC concentrations of 0.24, 0.14 and 0.07 mg C/ 
g soil at 0-12, 12-20 and 20-35 cm depth, respectively, below which concentrations 
remain fairly stable (0.05 and 0.04 mg NPOC/g soil at 35-50 and 50-72 cm). Total N 
in this fraction between MB and NT soils at all depths sampled follows a similar trend, 
but with overall lower concentrations than NPOC. The MB soils had average water 
extractable TN concentrations of 0.013 and 0.014 mg N/g soil at 0-12 and 12-20 cm 
depth and values of 7.6 x 10-3, 9.5 x 10-3 and 9.1 x 10-3 mg N/g soil at 20-35, 35-50 
and 50-72 cm, respectively. NT soils have mean TN contents in the water extractable 
< 0.2 μm fractions of 0.029, 0.015, 8.5 x 10-3, 4.5 x 10-3 and 5.3 x 10-3 mg N/g soil at 
0-12, 12-20, 20-35, 35-50 and 50-72 cm depths, respectively.  
3.2.2 UV/Visible spectrophotometric analysis of < 0.2 μm DOM fractions. SUVA254 
values of the < 0.2 μm extracts from MB and NT soils show a decrease with soil 
depth, suggesting DOM becomes relatively depleted in aromatic constituents in 
subsoils relative to surface soils under both moldboard plowing and no-till 
management (Figure 1.4). For MB soils, the decrease follows a similar trend to other 
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measured soil properties (bulk soil organic carbon and total nitrogen, extractable 
DOM), with the 0-12 and 12-20 cm soils yielding SUVA254 values of 1.35 and 1.32 L 
mg-1 C m-1, respectively. Values then decrease sharply to 0.61 (20-35 cm), 0.52 (35-50 
cm) and 0.58 (50-72 cm) L mg-1 C m-1. While the NT soils show a somewhat more 
gradual decrease in SUVA254 values with depth, (1.60 (0-12 cm), 1.33 (12-20 cm), 
0.86 (20-35 cm), 0.52 (35-50 cm) and 0.48 (50-72 cm) L mg-1 C m-1), these values are 
largely similar given the variability of values.   
3.2.3 FTIR spectroscopy of DOM fractions. Mean FTIR spectra (4000-800 cm-1) of < 
0.2 μm DOM fraction from MB and NT soils at all depths show vibrations tentatively 
assigned to both organic and inorganic constituents of the dissolved fraction (Table 
A1.1, Figure 1.5).26,27 For both soils, peaks unambiguously associated with organic 
functionalities become relatively lower in intensity with depth relative to peaks 
attributable to inorganic species (ν N-O of NO3- at ≈1355 and ν S-O of SO42- at 1100 
cm-1). In the spectra from DOM within the plow layer (0-12 and 12-20 cm) of MB 
soils, a peak assigned to ν C-C/ ν C-O of polysaccharides and polysaccharide-like 
organic matter is apparent at 1040 cm-1, but is not apparent at depths below this point. 
In addition to the feature at 1040 cm-1, other features associated with organic 
functional groups exhibit changes with soil depth in the MB extract, mainly the 
amide/ketone ν C=O region from 1660-1630 cm-1, the νas COO-/ ν C=C feature at 
around 1600 cm-1 and the νs COO- peak at 1415 cm-1. Namely, the νs COO- peak 
becomes relatively more intense with depth relative to the other organic vibrations 
ranging from 1660-1600 cm-1, suggesting an enrichment of carboxylate functionalities 
in DOM extracted from subsoils relative to other groups. This is corroborated by the 
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behavior of the νas COO- peak at 1600 cm-1 at corresponding depths, which becomes 
enhanced relative to other features in the 1660-1600 cm-1 region. While the peak at 
1600 cm-1 is not solely attributed to carboxylate stretching, the other contributing 
vibrational mode (aromatic ν C=C) is unlikely to be contributing to a relative increase 
in peak intensity with depth given the inverse relationship between soil depth and 
SUVA254.  
Relative to the MB DOM extracts, FTIR spectra of DOM extracts from NT 
soils show a relative increase of COO- related features and decrease of polysaccharide-
like ν C-C/ν C-O modes with depth. The presence of a distinct peak at 1040 cm-1 
extends beyond the equivalent plow layer depth to the 20-35 cm depth interval. The 
transition to a more carboxylate-rich DOM is also more gradual in the NT profile. 
Increasing of the νs COO- peak intensity relative to the broad region from 1660-1600 
cm-1 (containing amide/ketone ν C=O, aromatic ν C=C and νas COO- modes) occurs 
throughout the subsoil as opposed to an abrupt transition delineated by the plow layer.  
3.2.4 Fluorescence excitation emission matrices (EEMs) of DOM fractions. 
Normalized fluorescence EEMs of < 0.2 μm DOM extracts from both NT and MB 
soils have 4 primary regions in the fluorescence landscape (Figure 1.6). Designated 
regions 1, 2, 3 and 4 with peaks centered at 220ex/296em, 220ex/386-414em, 265ex/300em 
and 310ex/392-420em, respectively, can be assigned to specific fluorescent components 
of DOM. Region 1 (220ex/296em) corresponds with fluorescence of DOM derived from 
microbiota and soluble microbial byproducts (e.g. proteins, nucleic acids, organic 
acids, polysaccharides) (Aiken, 2014; Coble, 2007). Regions 2 (220ex/386-414em) and 
4 (310ex/392-420em) are located in a portion of the fluorescence landscape often 
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attributed to conjugated fluorophores (previously linked with high molecular weight, 
humic and fulvic acid-like constituents from plant sources), resulting in red-shifted 
fluorescence.28-30 Region 3 (265ex/300em) fluorescence is often attributed to 
fluorescence of simple phenols, aromatic proteins, nucleic acids and other molecules 
with single-ring aromatic structures.28-31 
 EEMs of DOM extracts from the MB soils show a few notable trends with 
depth. Generally, the relative proportion of conjugated fluorophoric constituents of 
DOM decreases with depth, as indicated by a decrease in region 2 and 4 fluorescence 
intensities in subsoil extracts relative to surface soil extracts. In addition to becoming 
lower in intensity, the primary region 4 peak emission wavelength becomes 
increasingly blue-shifted with soil depth. Accompanying the region 4 fluorophores 
within DOM at increasing soil depth is a relatively higher proportion of region 1 and 3 
peaks.  
 EEMs of DOM extracted from NT soils show a greater contribution from 
region 2 and 4 peaks in the surface soils (0-20 cm) than DOM from the MB system. 
Despite the greater proportion of conjugated fluorescent DOM components, the 
overall decreasing trend of these features with soil depth is analogous to the trend 
observed in MB DOM extracts. The change in the fluorescence landscape, however, 
appears more gradual in the NT DOM relative to the MB extracts. This is shown 
through region 2 and 4 features remaining more intense up to the 35-50 cm depth 
increment relative to the MB DOM extracts, which show a sharper decrease in these 
features, particularly region 4 fluorescence, below the plow layer. Region 1 and 3 
fluorescent components undergo a similar proportional increase in subsoil DOM to 
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that observed in the MB soils, albeit in a more gradual fashion.  
3.2.5 Phenolic constituents of DOM.  NPOC-normalized concentration of phenols 
extracted in the DOM fractions from all MB and NT soils are shown in Figure 1.7. 
Quantification of phenols within DOM fractions isolated from NT and MB soils by 
the Folin-Ciocalteu procedure indicates that phenolic constituents do not change 
concentration substantially throughout the soil profile for either the NT or MB soils 
given the variability of values observed. 
 
Discussion 
4.1 Bulk soil properties 
4.1.1 Tillage influence on organic C, total N, C:N ratio and organic matter speciation 
of bulk soils. Depth distribution of organic C and total N contents of MB and NT soils 
follow a general trend commonly observed when comparing till and no-till soils. 
Incorporation of crop residue through tillage, as was practiced on the MB plot, may 
explain this result through dilution of residues throughout the plow layer and spatially 
diluting residue inputs relative to no-till systems, leading to a more gradual decrease in 
organic C and total N with depth in the NT soils. The observed decrease in C:N ratios 
with depth is also a commonly observed trend and is often linked with a larger 
proportion of decomposed organic matter and an enrichment of microbial biomass and 
byproducts in subsoils relative to surface horizons.32,33 The higher C:N ratio in the NT 
0-12 cm soil versus the MB 0-12 cm soil corresponds with previous results showing a 
higher C:N ratio in a surface no-till soil than tilled soil.34 These authors suggest that 
this is the result of either a higher concentration of crop residue in the surface soil or 
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lower decomposition of organic matter under no-till management.  
 Speciation of organic matter associated with MB and NT soils at all depths 
shows prominent features associated with carboxylic and aromatic functionalities, 
suggesting their prevalence in these soils. Recent work characterizing soil organic 
matter using XANES shows a similar prominence of these functional groups in the 
clay fraction from a pasture soil.35 The relative increase in the peak associated with 
aromatic transitions relative to amide/carboxylic transitions suggests an increase in 
aromatic functionalities in subsoils relative to amide/carboxylic groups. Enrichment of 
aromatic functionalities of organic matter from subsoils relative to surface soils has 
been observed previously using various spectroscopic approaches (i.e. NMR, XANES, 
FTIR).35-37 Additionally, the increasing height of substituted/heterocyclic and aliphatic 
transitions from 286.5-287.5 eV suggests that there is a relative increase in substituted 
aromatic (e.g. phenolic), heterocyclic and aliphatic functional groups in soil organic 
matter with depth in the MB and NT soils. An increase of substituted aromatics and 
heterocyclic character corresponds with the relative increase in the aromatic C=C 
feature with depth in these soils, as the aforementioned functional groups are related 
through the presence of aryl structures with conjugated π systems and C=C bonds. 
Given the development of features in this region with depth in the MB soils, it can be 
assumed that relative accretion of these functionalities is greater under tillage, which is 
in line with previous studies suggesting that tillage enhances degradation and 
microbial processing of organic matter within surface soils, which could lead to 
conversion of organic matter to aromatic and heterocyclic structures.38,39 Conversion 
of organic matter into heterocyclic/aromatic structures may also correspond with the 
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observed decrease of C:N ratio with depth in both the MB and NT soils, linked to 
decomposition through microbial processing, which could result in production of 
aromatic and heterocyclic forms of carbon (e.g. nucleic acids, histidine and tryptophan 
within proteins).  
4.2 Influence of tillage on DOM isolated from soil profiles 
4.2.1 Tillage influence on organic C and total N in DOM. With both NPOC and TN 
content within the < 0.2 μm DOM fraction, concentrations between MB and NT soils 
are comparable, with the exception of the 0-12 cm depth. At this depth, NPOC and TN 
concentrations are notably higher in the NT soil. Surface enrichment of water soluble 
organic carbon in a no-till versus conventional till soil has been observed in previous 
work, wherein no till practices were shown to increase dissolved organic carbon 
(DOC) content by 37% over a conventional tillage (i.e. disking, chiseling and ridging) 
due to the distinct surface layer of residue present in the no-till system.40 Similarly to 
the present study, DOC content of subsoils from this study was not significantly 
altered by tillage, likely due to a translocation and enhanced breakdown of crop 
residues, both of which increased DOC levels to near that of the no-till soil. 
4.2.2 Influence of tillage on molecular characteristics of DOM. SUVA254 results are 
consistent with a recent study, which shows a decrease in values with depth (up to 30 
cm) in both till and no-till systems while not exhibiting a significant difference 
between tillage managment.13 A reduction of SUVA254 values with depth is often 
linked with selective depletion of hydrophobic, aromatic moieties from DOM as soil 
solution percolates downward.41 Additional support for a relative increase in 
hydrophilicity of DOM with depth in both soils may be found in the FTIR results, 
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which suggest that carboxylate groups within DOM become relatively more prevalent 
in subsoils relative to surface soils. An enrichment of carboxylate groups in DOM 
with depth in both soils aligns with previous observations of DOM becoming more 
hydrophilic with depth as carboxylic groups are considered Brønsted-Lowry acids 
which donate H+ at pH values above 3-4. At pH values in proximity to those of the 
studied soils (≈6.0), carboxylate groups would assume a net negative charge, which 
increases hydrophilicity and affinity for remaining in the DOM fraction. Fluorescence 
EEMs also suggest an increase in hydrophilic character of DOM with depth in MB 
and NT soils. This is supported through a loss of region 2 and 4 peaks (associated with 
conjugated, high-molecular weight DOM constituents of hydrophobic nature). The 
primary region 4 peak also becomes increasingly blue shifted with depth in MB and 
NT DOM, which has been previously linked with a decrease in conjugation of 
fluorophores and an increase in hydrophilic character of DOM.42,43 These results also 
agree with SUVA254 values, which highlight an overall decrease in the relative 
aromaticity of DOM with depth. Combined, these results point to a shift from 
relatively more hydrophobic components of DOM in surface soils to fewer in subsoils. 
Furthermore, tillage impacts this transition, as evidenced by surface homogeneity and 
relatively sharp changes to SUVA254 values, FTIR spectra and EEMs of MB DOM 
extracts compared with DOM from NT soils.  
 In addition to the increase of hydrophilic character of DOM with depth in the 
MB and NT soils, FTIR, fluorescence EEMs and phenol determination of DOM can 
provide further insights into the molecular composition of DOM. The peak at 1040 
cm-1, a feature attributable to polysaccharide-like materials, such as hemicellulose and 
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cellulose of plant matter, is observed to decrease with depth in MB and NT soils. In 
MB soils, this feature is not apparent below the plow layer depth, suggesting soluble 
forms of these polymers are confined to the surface in tilled soils. In the NT soils, 
however, the peak at 1040 cm-1 extends deeper into the profile, indicating that soluble 
plant-derived polysaccharide components of DOM are more mobile in the NT soils. 
This is corroborated by the decrease in region 2 and 4 fluorescence of EEMs 
(previously linked with plant-derived materials) with depth in both MB and NT soils. 
Accompanying the reduction in region 2 and 4 fluorophores within DOM at increasing 
soil depth is a relatively higher proportion of region 1 and 3 peaks. This suggests that 
soluble microbial products, such as proteins, nucleic acids and/or simple phenols may 
represent a larger proportion of the DOM pool in subsoils relative to more conjugated 
fluorophores. Quantification of phenols within DOM fractions by the Folin-Ciocalteu 
procedure indicates that phenolic constituents do not change concentration 
substantially throughout the soil profile (Figure 1.7). This suggests that phenolic 
species, which may contribute to fluorescence in regions 1 and 3, are likely not 
responsible for the presence of these fluorophores. Other DOM fluorophores, thus, are 
a probable influence on this trend. More specifically, nucleic acid-like fluorophores 
are likely impacting the change in fluorescence landscape, as tyrosine is detectable 
using the Folin-Ciocalteu method.23 Similar to decrease in region 2 and 4 peaks, the 
increase of region 1 and 3 fluorophores is more gradual in the NT soils compared with 
the MB soils, which show a punctuated transition. 
4.2.3 Influence of tillage on DOM dynamics in soil profiles The increasing hydrophilic 
characteristics, decreasing aromatic content and decreasing fluorescent conjugation of 
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DOM with depth in MB and NT soils align with DOM removal from solution by 
selective adsorption onto the soil matrix.9,31,41 Given the presence of surface active 
crystalline and poorly-crystalline Fe and Al oxides in these soils, selective adsorption 
of aromatic, high molecular weight DOM constituents onto soil particles is 
conceivable, as these mineral phases are present.44 Although certain hydrophilic 
functional groups, the carboxylate group in particular, have been demonstrated to 
adsorb strongly to mineral surfaces, hydrophilic species have also been shown to be 
displaced by the adsorption of more hydrophobic DOM, leading to release from the 
soil matrix.45-47 This is perhaps partially responsible for the increase of carboxylate 
functionalities with depth in MB and NT soils in addition to selective adsorption. 
The relative increase in microbially-derived fluorophores with depth, however, 
does not necessarily agree with adsorptive partitioning. Biomolecular components 
potentially associated with these fluorophores (i.e. proteins, nucleic acids) are known 
to adsorb strongly onto a wide range of soil solids, including aluminosilicate clays and 
Fe/Al oxides, through various binding mechanisms, including inner-sphere 
coordination, electrostatic interaction and van der Waals forces.48,49 Through strong 
adsorption to the soil matrix, it is conceivable that microbial products within DOM 
present in surface soils would be strongly retained and, hence, would not be 
transported into subsoils with other, less sorbing DOM constituents. It is also 
conceivable that the observed microbial-type fluorophores and organic acids are 
generated in-situ, pointing toward more source driven DOM dynamics in subsoils after 
larger, more hydrophobic aromatics have been removed through selective adsorption. 
Together, these points reinforce the previously proposed concept of two distinct 
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influences of DOM control in subsoils, selective adsorption of DOM constituents and 
microbially driven contributions to the DOM pool when organic inputs are limited.6 
 Based on molecular speciation (FTIR, UV/Vis, fluorescence spectroscopy) of 
DOM extracts, tillage appears to affect the balance between these influences. 
UV/Visible spectrophotometry, FTIR and EEMs all suggest that tillage punctuates the 
transition from the DOM composition of surface soils to that of subsoils, a transition 
from more conjugated aromatic, plant-like DOM to DOM more enriched in 
hydrophilic and microbial components. It is understood that tillage enhances the 
breakdown of plant residues within the plow layer, leading to greater decomposition of 
plant residues within the plow layer and sorption of decomposition products to the soil 
matrix. Spectroscopic analysis of DOM from the NT soil profiles reveals transport of 
these features deeper into the soil relative to MB profile, possibly due to greater 
proliferation of macroporous networks, and, thus, greater infiltration into subsoils of 
no-till systems relative to tilled soils.50 As a result, a gradual transition in supply of 
relatively fresh inputs from surface soils leads to a more progressive shift to a 
microbially influenced DOM dynamic in the NT soils relative to the MB soils.   
 
5. Conclusions 
While bulk carbon, nitrogen and water extractable forms of these elements are 
only different between MB and NT soils at the 0-12 cm depth, results from this study 
show that the influence of tillage extends beyond this surficial layer. Evidence from 
molecular level speciation of the bulk MB and NT soils and their corresponding DOM 
extracts suggests that tillage of the surface soil influences subsequent DOM dynamics 
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and bulk carbon speciation within subsoils through manipulation of surface inputs. 
Despite the fact that these effects have not had a notable influence, either positively or 
negatively, on storage of C and N in the studied soil profiles, alteration of DOM 
processing by tillage could potentially impact the spatial partitioning of C and N in 
agricultural soils. Given the biochemically persistent nature of microbial byproducts 
adsorbed on mineral surfaces and their role in retention of organic matter in soils, 
accelerating the transition of labile inputs to microbial residues could lead to a greater 
accumulation of C and N in subsoils in tilled versus no-till systems. It is also possible 
that transport of surface DOM in no-till systems could temporally advance further into 
the subsoil as progressive depths along the sorptive gradient become increasingly 
saturated, allowing for DOM transport deeper into subsoils, leading to greater sorptive 
retention in subsoils. Preservation of macropore structure in the no-till soil could also 
account for accelerated DOM transport into subsoils, potentially enhancing sorption of 
DOM by deeper subsoils. 
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Table 1.1 pH, organic carbon, total nitrogen and particle size distributions for MB and 
NT soils. Standard deviations of values are shown in parentheses.  
 
  
Moldboard plowed 0-12 cm 12-20 cm  20-35 cm 35-50 cm 50-72 cm 
pH 5.98 
(0.15) 
5.91 
(0.11) 
5.99 
(0.07) 
5.92 
(0.06) 
5.91 
(0.05) 
Organic carbon 
content (g/kg) 
7.36 
(0.54) 
7.42 
(0.53) 
2.59 
(0.44) 
1.55 
(0.36) 
1.60 
(0.56) 
Nitrogen content 
(g/kg) 
0.77 
(0.05) 
0.80 
(0.07) 
0.39 
(0.04) 
0.36 
(0.04) 
0.33 
(0.10) 
C to N ratio  9.51 
(0.94) 
9.29 
(1.01) 
6.69 
(1.28) 
4.34 
(1.09) 
4.87 
(2.25) 
% Clay 27.88 
(8.04) 
27.30 
(6.52) 
35.50 
(5.73) 
38.83 
(9.98) 
37.03 
(12.52) 
% Silt 39.84 
(6.07) 
41.98 
(6.48) 
35.42 
(7.28) 
35.44 
(5.00) 
32.33 
(7.80) 
% Sand 32.28 
(14.03) 
30.72 
(11.69) 
29.08 
(10.85) 
25.73 
(14.44) 
30.63 
(19.83) 
      
No-till 0-12 cm 12-20 cm 20-35 cm 35-50 cm 50-72 cm 
pH 6.14 
(0.11) 
6.20 
(0.08) 
6.20 
(0.07) 
6.25 
(0.04) 
6.07 
(0.04) 
Organic carbon 
content (g/kg) 
13.50 
(2.35) 
9.14 
(3.62) 
5.85 
(3.09) 
2.69 
(0.85) 
1.69 
(0.57) 
Nitrogen content 
(g/kg) 
1.29 
(0.19) 
0.87 
(0.25) 
0.64 
(0.20) 
0.41 
(0.03) 
0.35 
(0.05) 
C to N ratio 10.49 
(2.42) 
10.48 
(5.14) 
9.21 
(5.66) 
6.58 
(2.13) 
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Figure 1.1 Soil organic carbon a), total nitrogen b) and c) C to N ratios for MB (blue) 
and NT (red) soils. Light points represent individual measurements while the darker 
points connected by lines represent the mean of replicates (n = 3). 
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Figure 1.2 Carbon K-edge XANES spectra of soils from all depth increments within 
MB and NT plots. Dashed lines represent the peak positions for aromatic C=C (285.5 
eV, blue), substituted/heterocyclic aromatic (286.5 eV, orange), aliphatic C-H (287.5 
eV, green) and carboxyl/amide (288.6 eV, red) functional groups.  
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Figure 1.3 a) Non-purgeable organic carbon and b) total nitrogen of the < 0.2 µm 
water-extractable fractions from MB (blue) and NT (red) plots. Individual replicates 
are shown by the lighter dots and the mean (n=3) values are represented by the darker 
dots connected by lines.  
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Figure 1.4 SUVA254 values for DOM extracts (< 0.2 µm water-extractable fractions) 
from MB (blue) and NT (red) soils at all sampled depths. Individual replicates are 
shown by the lighter dots and the mean (n=3) values are represented by the darker dots 
connected by lines. 
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Figure 1.5 Mean normalized FTIR spectra (n=3) of < 0.2 µm water extractable 
fractions from the MB (left) and NT (right) soils at all depths (solid black line). Gray 
regions surrounding the spectra represent standard deviation at each wavelength.  
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Figure 1.6 Fluorescence EEMs for MB (left) and NT (right) DOM extracts (< 0.2 µm 
water extractable fractions) at all depths. Primary fluorescence regions are denoted in 
the 0-12 cm EEMs. 
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Figure 1.7 Gallic acid equivalent (GAE) concentration normalized against NPOC 
concentration in DOM extracts from MB (blue) and NT (red) soils.  Individual 
replicates are shown by the lighter dots and the mean (n=3) values are represented by 
the darker dots connected by lines. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Kinetic and Conformational Insights of BSA Adsorption onto 
Montmorillonite Revealed Using In-Situ ATR-FTIR/2D-COS 
Introduction 
 Behavior of proteins is relevant to a variety of scientific fields, including 
biochemistry, engineering, materials science, catalysis and environmental science. In 
environmental systems proteins are secreted as a result of biological activity or 
released by organisms upon cellular lysis.1 Proteins play an important role in a number 
of environmental processes that are essential to soil and ecosystem health, including 
the cycling of contaminants and nutrients, impacting the overall health of biota in 
soils.1 Proteins have been hypothesized to form the basis of stabile organo-mineral 
associations in soils, representing the largest stabilized terrestrial carbon pool on 
Earth.2,3 Adsorption of proteins onto mineral surfaces has been observed to influence 
both protein movement and activity in soils, and thus protein function.1,4 Although the 
composition of soil mineral surfaces is diverse, the particular impact of protein 
adsorption onto aluminosilicate clay minerals on the environmental behavior of 
proteins is apparent.1,4-6 The high affinity of proteins for layered aluminosilicate clays, 
relative to other soil minerals, arises from properties unique to layered aluminosilicate 
clays. The permanent structural charge, high reactive surface area and prevalence in 
soils of layered aluminosilicate clays (e.g. mica, smectite, vermiculite) are inherent 
traits that yield a considerable adsorption capacity for a variety of ions and molecules, 
including proteins.2, 7-8Adsorption may be driven by a multitude of forces, including 
cation exchange, van der Waals, electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonding and 
hydrophobic interactions.9-11 Adsorption of proteins onto layered aluminosilicate clay 
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minerals, like protein adsorption at solid surfaces in general, is influenced by many 
conditions.7 Surface and protein species present, pH, ionic strength and species of 
interlayer cations, if applicable, are all understood to influence these forces, leading to 
a system with simultaneously interacting kinetic, structural and thermodynamic 
controls.12 
Advancements in analytical capacity have shed some light on the kinetic, 
structural and thermodynamic aspects of protein adsorption onto clay minerals, 
enhancing our general understanding of the process. Various microscopic and 
spectroscopic experiments, utilizing techniques such as atomic force microscopy 
(AFM),13,14 quartz crystal microbalance (QCM),14 Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy (FTIR),9,15,16 and fluorescence spectroscopy17 have all been utilized to 
probe protein adsorption onto aluminosilicates. Taken together, these studies 
demonstrate surface coverage (i.e. sub-monolayer, monolayer, multilayer), adsorption 
kinetics (i.e. surface or mass transfer), adsorbed protein assembly and adsorbed 
protein secondary structure all possibly change to varying extent throughout the 
protein adsorption process onto aluminosilicates.9,12-19 For example, it was recently 
identified that ovalbumin, lysozyme and ovotransferrin assume different orientations 
throughout adsorption onto synthetic smectite.14 Furthermore, orientation and 
aggregation of these proteins is influenced by pH.14 A previous study probing 
betalactoglobulin adsorption onto montmorillonite quantifies the strong adsorption 
affinity (K= 8.7 x 105 M-1) while demonstrating loss of β-sheets in betalactoglobulin 
upon adsorption.17 Adsorption of Bt toxin onto montmorillonite and kaolinite was 
observed to follow surface controlled adsorption rates20, while another experiment 
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probing ovine prion proteins onto mica determined adsorption rates were mass-
transfer limited.19 Drawing comparisons across these different studies can be 
confounded by the sensitivity of protein adsorption to aforementioned influences, 
which vary across the literature. Concurrent observation of adsorption kinetics, 
thermodynamics and structural state of adsorbed protein is not possible with many 
present experimental approaches, due to the difficulty of simultaneously acquiring 
quantitative, surface sensitive conformational and surface coverage parameters. 
Moreover, the dynamic nature of protein adsorption to surfaces warrants observation 
of the adsorption in real time to comprehensively determine adsorption mechanisms. 
Future research and present interpretation of protein adsorption onto aluminosilicate 
minerals, and solid surfaces in general, would benefit greatly from an approach that 
reconciles this need. 
These limitations can potentially be overcome by use of in-situ attenuated total 
reflectance infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy.21 Under the appropriate experimental 
conditions, in-situ ATR-FTIR can be used to probe adsorption thermodynamics,21,22 
kinetics,21-26 and structural changes associated with adsorption processes.21-24 In-situ 
ATR-FTIR experiments can also be conducted under environmentally relevant 
conditions, as the technique is compatible with various mineral surfaces and solution 
variables (e.g. ionic strength, pH, adsorptive concentrations), making it a suitable 
technique for environmental chemical systems.21 Due to this flexibility, in-situ ATR-
FTIR has been applied to many adsorption processes involving soil minerals, 
including layered clays.22,23,25,27 In addition to application in environmental systems, 
ATR-FTIR has received interest for probing protein dynamics by quantifying protein 
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secondary structure.28,29 Protein FTIR spectra generally contain three distinct features 
in the amide I, II and III bands. The amide I (≈1600-1700 cm-1) region is commonly 
used for protein structural analysis, as these vibrations are sensitive to secondary 
structure.29 The amide I region of FTIR spectra can be deconvoluted into components 
that represent distinct secondary structural features of proteins, including α-helices, β-
sheets, turns and random coils.28,29  
When interpreting FTIR data that represent overlapping peaks, as in the protein 
amide I band, processing the spectra using two dimensional correlation spectroscopy 
(2D-COS) can be used to resolve spectral features. 2D-COS is particularly well suited 
for interpretation of FTIR spectra collected throughout chemical processes that occur 
across a perturbation gradient.30 External perturbations include changes in 
temperature, concentration, pH and time that occur throughout a process, which can be 
reflected in spectral features.30 2D-COS processing of spectra collected across the 
gradient of interest yields dynamic representations of spectra that can be used to 
determine sequential appearance of features across the gradient.30 Due to the 
flexibility of 2D-COS, it has been applied to a variety of FTIR experiments. Recently, 
2D-COS has been used to analyze adsorption and protein denaturation processes, 
highlighting the potential of 2D-COS application to protein structural analysis during 
adsorption.27,31 
This work presents a comprehensive, in-situ assessment of the adsorption of a 
well-studied model protein, bovine serum albumin (BSA), onto a layered 
aluminosilicate (montmorillonite) mineral surface. In-situ ATR-FTIR is used to 
determine quantitatively and in real time the amount of BSA adsorbed onto 
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montmorillonite. Furthermore, the secondary structure of adsorbed BSA under a fixed, 
environmentally relevant set of solution conditions (pH, ionic strength, interlayer and 
electrolyte cation) is assessed. BSA surface coverage, quantified throughout the 
adsorption process, is used to clarify adsorption kinetics. The BSA-montmorillonite 
adsorption equilibrium constant derived from surface coverages are determined, 
yielding a quantitative measure of the affinity of BSA for montmorillonite. The amide 
I band of adsorbed BSA is utilized in a complimentary fashion, quantitatively (curve 
fitting) and qualitatively (2D-COS) interpreting detailed BSA adsorbed structure 
through the adsorption process. To the best of our knowledge, this work represents the 
first application of in-situ ATR-FTIR to the analysis of kinetic, conformational and 
equilibrium adsorption parameters of protein adsorption at a mineral/solution 
interface. This combination of kinetic, equilibrium and conformational approaches, as 
reported herein, reveals new insights about the process of protein adsorption onto clay 
minerals. Furthermore, this work establishes a rigorous framework for future analyses 
of protein behavior at clay surfaces.    
Materials and Methods 
Materials. Montmorillonite was acquired from the Clay Minerals Repository as Na-
rich Wyoming bentonite (SWy-2). Free carbonates32, organic matter32 and free iron 
oxides33 were all removed from montmorillonite prior to use in experiments. After 
removal of impurities, montmorillonite was saturated with K+, 34 freeze-dried and 
stored under ambient conditions. K+ was selected to be the interlayer cation on the 
basis of environmental prevalence and suitability of K+ as a relatively weak 
background cation. Purified SWy-2montmorillonite was characterized by FTIR to 
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verify purity (Figure A2.1). Dynamic light scattering measurements of purified SWy-
2 from the same sample show a specific surface area of  ≈735 m2/g .35 BSA used in 
experiments was used as received (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥98%, M.W.≈66.5 kDa, pI=4.7) 
and characterized by FTIR to verify purity..  
ATR-FTIR measurements. All ATR-FTIR experiments were conducted with a 
Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer (Bruker Corp. Billerica, MA) equipped with a 
deuterated L-alanine doped triglycine sulfate (DLaTGS) detector. A Pike GladiATR 
accessory with a single bounce diamond internal reflection element (IRE) and flow 
cell (Pike Technologies Madison, WI) was used for sampling. All spectra were 
collected from 4500-150 cm-1 with 4 cm-1 resolution and averaged over 200 scans. For 
most analyses, spectra were treated post hoc with an atmospheric compensation 
algorithm, a 9 point Savitsky-Golay smoothing and subsequent background correction 
to remove water vapor interference and instrumental drift. All spectral manipulations 
were performed using OPUS 7.2 software (Bruker Corp. Billerica, MA).  
In-situ adsorption experiments. BSA solutions used in adsorption experiments 
ranged in concentration from 1.5 to 15.0 μM. A background electrolyte of 0.005 M 
KCl was present in all solutions, representing a fairly weak electrolyte and an ionic 
strength approximating common soil solution values. Solution pH of 5.0 was used for 
all adsorption experiments and solution spectra. pH was maintained within 0.05 pH 
units of 5.0 throughout experiments by regulated addition of 0.005 M HCl or KOH 
with an αlpha pH 200 controller (Eutech Instruments, Singapore). All solutions were 
made using distilled-deionized water (18.2 MΩ). Montmorillonite films used in 
experiments were produced by drop casting 50 μL of 0.21 g/L suspension of 
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montmorillonite over the IRE and drying under N2 flow. This procedure yields a 
hydrated thin film with a thickness of around 260 nm as estimated using a previously 
described calibration approach.36 Upon deposition, background solution was passed 
over the montmorillonite film at a rate of 2.0 mL/min for about 2 hours to remove any 
loosely bound material and allow for re-hydration of the film. Stability of films under 
flow was considered attained when no changes were observed in FTIR spectra 
collected during background solution flow. At this point, a background spectrum was 
collected and adsorption experiments were initiated by switching the background 
solution with BSA solutions. Spectra were collected every 4 minutes throughout the 
duration of experiments (about 2 hours) with the exception of the first spectrum, 
which was collected at around 3 minutes. Data from these experiments represent 2-6 
replicates, depending upon the inherent variability of collected data ([BSA] = 1.50, 
3.75, 7.50 and 15.0 µM with 2, 2, 6, and 3 replicates, respectively). After adsorption 
experiments, the IRE, flow cell and tubing were rinsed with distilled-deionized water, 
then soaked in a 1.5% detergent solution (Citranox, Alcanox, Inc.) for 10 minutes, 
followed by two rinses with ethanol and then two rinses with distilled-deionized water. 
Detergent was applied to remove any tightly bound, residual protein from previous 
experiments.    
Adsorption kinetics. Extent of BSA adsorption was monitored using the area of the 
amide II band with time. The amide II band area, as opposed to amide I or III band 
area, is often used for monitoring protein adsorption in FTIR experiments, as it is not 
as sensitive to structural changes or potential aggregation. Data were fitted with 
commonly used adsorption kinetic models, including Lagergren’s pseudo-first order, 
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pseudo-second order, the Elovich equation and intra-particle diffusion equations.37,38, 
39 The pseudo-first order model for adsorption processes can be described by the 
following equation:37 
𝑑𝑑𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
= 𝑘𝑘1(𝑞𝑞𝑒𝑒 − 𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡) 
Where k1 = the first-order adsorption rate constant, qe = adsorbed solute quantity at 
equilibrium, t= adsorption time and qt = adsorbed solute quantity at time=t. When 
integrated for the boundary conditions t=0 to t=t and qt = 0 to qt = qt, the equation 
becomes: ln(𝑞𝑞𝑒𝑒 − 𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡) = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑞𝑞𝑒𝑒 − 𝑘𝑘1𝑑𝑑 
This model is commonly used to describe surface controlled adsorption kinetics (i.e. 
adsorption rates limited by interfacial energetic barriers).38 If adsorption follows a 
pseudo-first order model, the rate constant may be derived by plotting ln(qe – qt) 
versus t,  yielding a straight line with a slope = –k1.  
 Another kinetic model utilized, the pseudo-second order kinetic model, can be 
described by the following equation:37 
𝑑𝑑𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
= 𝑘𝑘2(𝑞𝑞𝑒𝑒 − 𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡)2 
Where k2 = the pseudo-second order rate constant, qe = adsorbed solute quantity at 
equilibrium and qt = adsorbed solute quantity at time=t. Upon rearrangement and 
integration for the boundary conditions t=0 to t=t and qt=0 and qt=qt, the PSO 
equation can be expressed as:  
𝑑𝑑
𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡
= 1
ℎ
+ 1
𝑞𝑞𝑒𝑒
𝑑𝑑 
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Where h= the initial adsorption rate and may also be described by h=k2qe2. The 
pseudo-second order equation, like the pseudo-first order equation, models a surface 
controlled adsorption rate.38 A plot of t/qt  versus t yields a straight line with a slope 
=1/ qe and intercept = 1/h if pseudo-second order adsorption kinetics are followed.  
 Another adsorption kinetics model, given by the Elovich equation, may be 
applied to surface controlled adsorption onto energetically heterogeneous surface 
sites.37,38 The integrated Elovich equation is written as: 1
𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡
= 1
𝛽𝛽
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(1 + 𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽𝑑𝑑) 
Where t = time and qt= adsorbed solute quantity at time=t. α represents initial 
adsorption rate and β is an empirical constant connected with activation energy 
distribution.37,40 When integrated and assuming αβt>>1, this equation can be 
simplified to: 
𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 = 1𝛽𝛽 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽) + 1𝛽𝛽 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑑𝑑) 
Both representations highlight the logarithmic time dependence of the Elovich model. 
A plot of qt versus ln(t) yields a straight line with a slope = 1/β and intercept = 
ln(αβ)/β if an Elovich model describes adsorption kinetics. 
 Unlike the pseudo-first, pseudo-second order and Elovich kinetic models, the 
simplified intra-particle diffusion equation describes an adsorption rate that is limited 
by diffusion within pores, rather than surface related energetic controls. The simplified 
intra-particle diffusion model is given by:41 
𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 =  𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑√𝑑𝑑 
Where kd= the intraparticle diffusion rate constant. If adsorption kinetics follow this 
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model, BSA adsorption onto montmorillonite under these conditions is rate limited by 
diffusion of BSA into pores in the montmorillonite matrix. If adsorption follows the 
intraparticle diffusion model, a plot of qt versus √t should produce a straight line with 
a slope = kd.  
 Model parameters were derived from rate plots using linear regression in 
Microsoft Excel. Models fit with these parameters were compared with experimental 
data by determining the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of respective models with the 
following equation: 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = �1
𝑙𝑙
��𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜. − 𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑.�𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1
2
 
Where n=number of time points (31), qt obs.= observed amide II area at time = t and qt 
pred.= amide II area predicted by the kinetic model at time = t.  The most appropriate 
model for each set of experimental conditions was identified as the most suitable 
model by having the lowest RMSE value.   
Equilibrium isotherms. Amide II areas from the end of adsorption kinetics 
experiments collected over the range of experimental BSA concentrations (1.50-15.0 
µM) were analyzed using the Langmuir isotherm.  A fitting of the linearized Langmuir 
isotherm todata yielded the adsorption parameters of BSA onto montmorillonite under 
experimental conditions. To apply the Langmuir equation to ATR-FTIR data, 
fractional surface coverage values must be expressed as a function of absorbance 
values or peak intensities of a spectral region of interest (i.e. the amide II peak). This 
relationship has been described previously by the following equation:42 
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𝑐𝑐
𝐴𝐴
= 𝑐𝑐
𝐴𝐴∞
+ 1
𝐾𝐾𝐴𝐴∞
 
Where c= solute concentration, A= absorbance or area of peak at a given 
concentration, A∞= maximum peak absorbance or area of the saturated surface and K= 
the equilibrium binding constant. This equation represents a linearized form of the 
Langmuir equation, when graphing c/A verus c, the line yields the parameters A∞ from 
the slope and K from the intercept. 
Quantitative analysis of adsorbed protein secondary structure. Solution protein 
spectra and protein spectra from the end of adsorption kinetics experiments (t ≈120 
minutes) were used to quantify changes in BSA secondary structure after adsorption. 
After initial water vapor removal and smoothing, the second derivative spectrum was 
determined. Using peaks of the second derivative, the position and number of 
structural component bands can be estimated for subsequent curve fitting. Before 
fitting curves to designated peak positions, a linear baseline was fitted across the 
amide I band (1705-1597 cm-1). Once component positions were identified and the 
baseline established, Gaussian peaks were added to the amide I band according to the 
second derivative spectrum using the curve fitting function of OPUS 7.2 software. 
Peak height and width were visually adjusted to best fit the amide I band as an initial 
estimate and then fitted using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. Resultant peak 
positions were generally within ≈3 cm-1 of the component position predicted by the 
second derivative. General peak positions and associated tentative secondary structural 
assignments are as follows: side chain vibrations from 1600-1620 cm-1, aggregated 
strands from 1620-1630 cm-1, extended chains from 1630-1640 cm-1, random coils 
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from 1644-1648 cm-1, α-helices from 1650-1660 cm-1 and turns from 1660-1690 cm-
1.29,43,44 
2D-COS analysis of adsorbed BSA. 2D correlation analysis of adsorbed protein was 
performed with 2DShige version 1.3 (Shigeaki Morita, Kwansei-Gaukuin University, 
2004-2005). 2D correlation analysis was performed on FTIR spectra from fixed time 
points in the adsorption process (3, 23, 43, 63, 83, 103 and 123 minutes) to cover the 
range of experimental time points. These time points were used for all experimental 
concentrations. Before 2D correlation analysis, spectra were subjected to a defined set 
of processing steps to minimize interference from artifacts. Spectra for 2D-COS 
analysis were subjected to initial baseline water and montmorillonite subtraction, 
water vapor removal and smoothing. Next, the amide I band was cut from the 
spectrum (1705-1597 cm-1), as this was the region of interest for the 2D correlation 
analysis. A single, linear baseline was then subtracted across this region. The final step 
before 2D-COS analysis was the normalization of processed amide I spectra. This step 
is critical, as it corrects for simultaneous changes in concentration that accompany the 
external perturbation factor of interest, which aligns with the process of surface 
adsorption.43     
Results and Discussion 
FTIR spectra.  Representative sets of FTIR spectra collected during adsorption 
experiments can be seen in Figures 2.1 and A2.2. The amide I and II peaks are present 
at ≈1653 and 1546 cm-1, respectively, in spectra from all experiments. The amide III 
peaks are located around 1350-1200 cm-1 in all spectra as well. Additional peaks at 
≈1455 and 1398 cm-1 are tentatively assigned to side chain δ CH2 and νs COO-, 
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respectively.29 There is a notable decrease in the region from 3500-3100 cm-1 that 
occurs throughout the BSA adsorption process. These vibrations are likely attributable 
to montmorillonite interlayer water.45 The peak present at 3285 cm-1, in the middle of 
this decreasing region, is tentatively assigned to the ν N-H mode of adsorbed BSA.29,46    
Spectra highlight the progression of BSA adsorption through the increasing 
signal of amide I, II and III bands as well as side chain vibrations characteristic of 
proteins. Furthermore, the adsorption of BSA onto montmorillonite appears to be 
coupled to water loss at the interface, as suggested by a pronounced decrease of 
vibrational bands associated with montmorillonite interfacial water. This observed 
decrease of water vibrations is likely attributable to a higher proportion of BSA being 
probed, versus water, relative to the background spectrum.  
Adsorption kinetics. Of the tested kinetic models, the Elovich model describes the 
observed adsorption kinetics most suitably, as fits to experimental data yielded lowest 
RMSE values. A plot of the amide II area versus time for each concentration, and 
associated Elovich models with parameters, can be found in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.2. 
The parameters for these other models and linear fits for all kinetic models can be 
found in Tables A2.1-3 and Figures A2.3-5. Initial adsorption rates increase as BSA 
concentration increases from 1.50, 3.75, 7.50 and 15.0 µM BSA with α values of 
0.0560, 0.0600, 0.106 and 0.160 respectively (Table 2.1). When [BSA] = 1.50, 3.75, 
7.50 and 15.0 µM, β = 39.8, 21.1, 21.3 and 20.6, respectively. This reflects a 
pronounced decrease from the lowest experimental concentration to the higher 
concentrations, which all have similar β values. It has been observed that β is linked to 
the distribution of activation energies of adsorption, suggesting BSA adsorbed at 
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higher concentrations may be limited by similar ranges of energetic barriers.47 This 
interpretation, however, should be considered tentatively given the empirical nature of 
the model. 
 The suitability of the Elovich equation to the adsorption of BSA onto 
montmorillonite suggests adsorption rates are limited by heterogeneous energetic 
barriers related to surface adsorption. The inherent logarithmic behavior of this model 
is often attributed to fixed and induced energetic heterogeneity or surface 
reconstruction throughout the adsorption process.48 For the case of protein adsorption 
onto surfaces, energetic heterogeneity arises from various factors. Lateral interactions 
between adsorbed proteins, continuous conformational rearrangement of adsorbed 
proteins and electrostatic forces have all been attributed to energetic heterogeneity and 
logarithmic adsorption kinetics throughout the adsorption process.49-51 It is likely one 
or more of these factors control BSA adsorption rate under experimental conditions. 
Montmorillonite does have two distinct surfaces in the edge and planar siloxane, 
which may be responsible for the energetic heterogeneity of BSA adsorption. It should 
be noted, however, that edge sites represent a minute proportion of montmorillonite 
surface area and the importance of planar sites on protein adsorption suggest 
adsorption to edge sites is not playing a large role in the adsorption process.7,52    
Adsorption isotherm. Figure 2.3 shows the relationship between the amide II peak 
area at the end of adsorption experiments and BSA solution concentration. BSA 
concentrations of 1.50, 3.75, 7.50 and 15.0 µM yielded amide II peak areas of 0.139, 
0.243, 0.264 and 0.291, respectively. The data fit well to the Langmuir isotherm 
producing a straight line (R2=0.9973) when plotting c/Ae versus c, yielding a K value 
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of 5.97x105 M-1 and an A∞ of 0.324.  
 Both parameters from the Langmuir equation, the relatively large binding 
constant and approach to surface saturation at low BSA concentrations (1.50-15.0 µM 
(0.10-1.0 mg/mL)), indicate that BSA has a strong affinity for K+-montmorillonite 
surfaces. These results are in general agreement with previous experiments of proteins 
(e.g. BSA, lysozyme, betalactoglobulin) on aluminosilicate clay surfaces.17, 52 
Experiments probing betalactoglobulin adsorption onto montmorillonite, produced a K 
value of 8.7x105 M-1 and a surface saturation at ≈0.2 mg/mL protein concentration.17 
A previous experiment investigating BSA adsorption onto K+-saturated 
montmorillonite revealed a lower K value than this study, with K=1.80x105 M-1.44 It 
should be noted, however, that this value was acquired with a higher background 
electrolyte concentration.14 A higher ionic strength could potentially reduce the 
affinity of BSA for montmorillonite, as the adsorption affinity of proteins generally 
decreases with increasing solution ionic strength due to competitive ion exchange 
between the background cation and protein.7,53 
Adsorbed BSA secondary structure. Representative curve fitting of the solution and 
adsorbed BSA amide I region along with 2nd derivative spectra can be seen in Figure 
2.4. Results of amide I curve fitting for BSA in solution and adsorbed BSA at each 
concentration are shown in Figure 2.5 and summarized in Table 2.2. The secondary 
structure of BSA in a 150 μM solution was determined to consist of α-helices (≈68%), 
extended chains (≈25%), turns (≈6%) and side chain vibrations (≈1%) (Figure 2.5). 
These values agree closely with previous structural estimates, which also suggest BSA 
possesses a primarily helical structure with additional contributions from extended 
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chains connecting helical sections and turns.54 In adsorption experiments with [BSA] 
= 1.50 μM and θ=0.43 (based on Langmuir parameters), BSA assumes a distorted 
secondary structure relative to BSA in solution. Adsorbed BSA at this surface 
coverage is lower in α-helix content (≈47%) and higher in both extended chain 
(≈31%) and turn (≈16%) structures compared to native BSA. It should be noted that 
the observed increase in extended chain content is within one standard deviation of the 
native BSA content (Figure 2.5). While aggregated strands (≈4%) and side chain 
vibrations (≈1%) are observed at this surface coverage, neither contributes 
substantially to secondary structure when experimental variability is put into account. 
When [BSA] = 3.75 μM and θ=0.75, adsorbed BSA conformation is also distorted. 
Unlike BSA adsorbed at θ=0.43, α-helical structures are slightly higher (≈76%) than 
native BSA. Accompanying an increase in α-helices relative to BSA in solution is a 
slight increase in turn content to ≈8%. This represents a decrease in turn structures 
from adsorbed BSA at lower surface coverage and an increase relative to BSA in 
solution. A decrease in extended chain structure (≈12%) from both solution BSA and 
adsorbed BSA at lower surface coverage is observed. As with adsorbed BSA at lower 
surface coverage values, aggregated strands (≈5%) and side chain vibrations (≈3%) 
were observed, but to a marginal extent. At equilibrium [BSA] = 7.50 μM and θ=0.81, 
BSA structure possesses extended chain (≈18%) and α-helix (≈67%) structures that 
are lower than solution BSA, but are not appreciably different based on standard 
deviation values (Figure 2.5). Turns (≈8%) also represent a similar contribution to 
BSA structure in solution under these conditions. Aggregated strands (≈5%) and side 
chain vibrations (≈1) contribute to the rest of adsorbed BSA structure, although not 
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appreciably when considering standard deviation of results. The highest experimental 
concentration and surface coverage, [BSA]=15.00 μM and  θ=0.90, yielded adsorbed 
BSA structure of ≈63% α-helices, ≈26% extended chains, ≈9% turns and ≈2% side 
chain vibrations. All of these structural contents, with the exception of an increase in 
the proportion of structural turns, are not substantially different from BSA in solution 
(Figure 2.5).  
 These results suggest conformational deformation influences on BSA 
adsorption onto montmorillonite. Previous FTIR experiments probing protein 
adsorption onto clay surfaces also highlight these points.14,16 Conformational changes 
to BSA upon adsorption onto montmorillonite at pD values between 2.9 and 6.7 were 
attributed to losses in helical structures and increases in bent/extended chains.14 The 
present in-situ ATR-FTIR experiments show a similar dynamic at the lowest observed 
surface coverage and BSA solution concentration (θ=0.43 and [BSA]=1.50 μM) at 
equilibrium, where α-helices are reduced and extended chain structures and turns 
increase upon adsorption. This is indicative of a more expanded protein structure, 
suggestive of a conversion of more rigid helical structures to less rigid extended 
chains.55 At higher concentrations, however, this relationship does not seem to hold. 
BSA structure at the second lowest surface coverage (θ=0.75) exhibits a slight 
increase in α-helix structures and a decrease in extended chains relative to solution 
BSA. The two highest fractional surface coverage values, θ=0.81 and 0.90, show little 
difference between adsorbed BSA conformation and that of BSA in solution. When 
θ=0.81, α-helix, extended chain, turn and side chain content are within one standard 
deviation of solution BSA secondary structure, with small and potentially insignificant 
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contributions from aggregated strands. Similarly, at θ=0.81 α-helix and extended chain 
structural content is representative of solution BSA. Modest increases in side chain 
and turn vibrations were also observed at the highest experimental surface coverage, 
suggesting only minor structural alteration to BSA at higher surface coverages. 
Retention of most intrinsic secondary structure at higher surface coverage is 
interpreted as the adoption of a more compact, native-like, structure when compared 
with adsorbed BSA at lower surface coverage, which takes on a more open and altered 
form to maximize contact with the montmorillonite substrate. 
Sequence of BSA conformational changes. 2D-COS results of the process of BSA 
adsorption onto montmorillonite are shown in Table 2.3. Representative synchronous 
and asynchronous plots depicting the sequence of structural changes contributing to 
BSA conformational alteration at the montmorillonite surface are shown in Figure 
2.6. Furthermore, a representative autocorrelation spectrum is shown above the 
synchronous plot, depicting peaks corresponding with secondary structural 
components that change in intensity (positively or negatively) in response to the 
adsorption.30 Sequence of changes to component peaks relative to each other can be 
determined by the position of cross peaks, given as (ν1, ν2), and the associated sign, 
shown as red (+) and blue (-) regions in synchronous and asynchronous plots. 
Frequency coordinates of the cross peaks correspond with a unique secondary 
structural component of BSA. The sign of the cross peak on the synchronous plot is 
used to determine whether cross peak associated frequencies respond in-phase or out-
of-phase to the external perturbation of interest (i.e. adsorption).30 A “+” synchronous 
cross peak denotes that changes to secondary structural components associated with ν1 
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and ν2 occur in-phase (i.e. both ν1 and ν2 increase or decrease as adsorption 
progresses), whereas a “─” synchronous cross peak suggests changes to components 
assigned to ν1 and ν2 occur out-of-phase (i.e. ν1 increases and ν2 decreases during 
adsorption, or vice versa).30 Cross peak sign on the asynchronous plot can be used 
along with synchronous cross peak sign to determine the sequence of changes to ν1 
and ν2 in response to adsorption. If the cross peak has the same sign on both the 
synchronous and asynchronous plots, changes to ν1 occur in the adsorption process 
before changes to ν2.30 If the cross peak signs on synchronous and asynchronous plots 
are opposite, changes to ν2 occur in the adsorption process before changes to ν1. 
Interpretation of this analysis highlights the link between individual secondary 
structural components, revealing not only the dynamic association of distinct 
secondary structures, but also the order in which they respond to the adsorption 
process.30 
 The autocorrelation spectrum for [BSA]=1.50 μM (Figure A2.6) shows five 
primary peaks at 1631, 1639, 1649, 1662 and 1689 cm-1. These frequencies 
correspond with extended chains (1631 and 1639 cm-1), α-helices or random coils 
(1649 cm-1) and turns (1662 and 1689 cm-1). Prominent cross-peaks, synchronous and 
asynchronous signs and resultant sequences are listed in Table 2.3. Although yielding 
a peak in the autocorrelation spectrum, the feature at 1639 cm-1 does not result in 
features on both synchronous and asynchronous plots. The only visible cross peaks for 
this feature on the synchronous plot, at (1639, 1662) and the complimentary peak at 
(1662, 1639), are not resolved in the asynchronous plot. This has been discussed 
previously in the literature and is potentially the result of frequency or bandwidth 
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changes that occur during adsorption, as these factors are recognized as possibly 
skewing peak positions and intensities in 2D-COS plots. 56As such, peaks without both 
synchronous and asynchronous peaks will be neglected for interpretation of the 
adsorption process. Negative synchronous cross peaks at (1649, 1662) and (1631, 
1649) suggest changes to α-helical/random structures occur out-of-phase with changes 
to turns and extended chains. Amide I curve fitting results suggest the peak at 1649 
cm-1 is attributable to α-helices, rather than random coils, as no random coil structures 
were evident in second derivative spectra of any BSA sample analyzed, either in 
solution or adsorbed. Coupled with the amide I curve fitting results, turns and 
extended chains form during adsorption at the expense of α-helices. Other major cross 
peaks at (1631, 1662), (1662, 1689) and (1631, 1689) are positive, meaning changes to 
turns and extended chains occur in-phase, probably in the form of an increase in these 
structures. From the asynchronous plots, the sequence of these secondary structural 
alterations can be interpreted as:30 
1631 cm-1 (extended chains) → 1649 cm-1 (α-helices/random coils)  
→ 1689 cm-1 (turns) → 1662 cm-1 (turns) 
Based on this sequence and the phase of observed structural transitions, adsorbed BSA 
unfolds first into extended chains, followed by a loss of α-helices and a subsequent 
conversion to turns. Overall, this corresponds with a transformation of relatively 
compact α-helices into less ordered turns and extended chains. Conversion of α-
helices into less compact is consistent with BSA assuming an expanded, unfolded 
structure upon adsorption.30, 57  
 When BSA adsorbs onto montmorillonite at [BSA]=3.75 μM and θ=0.75, the 
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autocorrelation spectrum reveals six primary peaks (Figure 2.6):1610, 1622, 1641, 
1664, 1678 and 1689 cm-1. These vibrations tentatively correspond with side chain 
vibrations (1610 cm-1), aggregated strands (1622 cm-1), extended chains (1641 cm-1) 
and turns (1664, 1678 and 1689 cm-1). According to the synchronous plot, changes to 
extended chains, turns and side chain vibrations occur in-phase with each other, 
indicating an increase or decrease of these components together during the adsorption 
process (Table 2.3).  The response of aggregated strands to adsorption is out-of-phase 
with turns and extended chains and not correlated with side chain vibrations. 
Considering these two situations, it is possible that loss of aggregated strands is 
coupled with an increase in extended chains and turns and an increase in side chain 
vibrations. It is also plausible that aggregated structures arise from converted extended 
chains and turns. Given the relatively high surface coverage and the quantitative 
analysis of adsorbed BSA structure at this surface coverage which depicts a loss of 
extended chain structures (Table 2.2), the latter scenario seems more likely. The 
contribution of aggregated strands to bound BSA conformation, however, is also low, 
indicating that changes to these structures are minimal. From synchronous and 
asynchronous plots, the sequence of structural changes in adsorbed BSA is interpreted 
as follows: 
1641 cm-1 (extended chains) → 1610 cm-1 (side chains), 1622 cm-1 (aggregated 
strands) →   1662 cm-1 (turns), 1678 cm-1 (turns) → 1689 cm-1 (turns) 
This sequence possibly suggests an initial conversion of extended chains to aggregated 
strands with a loss of side chain structure concurrent with, or after, aggregated strand 
formation. These transitions are then followed by a loss of turn structures, which 
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represent externalized and hydrated structures.42 At this surface coverage and BSA 
concentration, BSA assumes a more compact form than is evident from the lower 
surface coverage studied. It is notable that aggregated structures begin to play a role in 
BSA adsorption at θ=0.75, the result of increasing interaction between adsorbed BSA 
molecules, despite the more compact form. In contrast to the adsorption process 
through lower surface coverage values, α-helices do not seem to be altered throughout 
adsorption at this set of conditions. The more compact form of adsorbed BSA likely 
favored retention of these structures, as opposed to unfolding into extended chains and 
turns. Curve fitting results of adsorbed BSA reinforce this interpretation, with 
secondary structural analysis yielding an α-helix composition similar to solution BSA 
(Table 2.2 and Figure 2.4).  
 2D-COS plots for the adsorption process when [BSA] =7.50 µM and θ=0.81 
can be found in Figure A2.7. The autocorrelation spectrum for adsorption under these 
conditions has five primary peaks: 1606, 1620, 1633, 1665 and 1688 cm-1. 
Synchronous plot signs for (1606, 1665), (1633, 1665) and (1665, 1689) are all 
positive, meaning changes to side chains, extended chains and turns are all in-phase 
and, thus, all respond to adsorption in the same direction (i.e. increase or decrease). 
Changes to aggregated strands occur out-of-phase with extended chains and turns and 
are not strongly correlated with side chain vibrations. Response of these structures to 
adsorption resembles that of adsorption when [BSA] = 3.75 µM and θ=0.75. As such, 
the interpretation of an increase in aggregated strands and a decrease of more 
expanded structures, like turns and extended chains, is applied to adsorption at [BSA] 
= 7.50 µM and θ=0.81 as well. The inferred sequence of changes is: 
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1606 cm-1 (side chains), 1622 cm-1 (aggregated strands) → 1662 cm-1 (turns) → 1633 
cm-1 (extended chains), 1689 cm-1 (turns) 
While the same type of structural changes is interpreted for adsorption at [BSA] = 
3.75 and 7.50 µM, the sequence of changes appears to be slightly different. Alterations 
to extended chain structures occur early in the adsorption process when [BSA] = 3.75 
µM and precede formation of aggregated strands. This is different when contrasted 
with the [BSA] = 3.75 µM system, where extended chains appear to decrease last in 
the adsorption process, after changes to aggregated strands. As with [BSA] = 3.75 µM, 
BSA structure upon adsorption likely represents a more compact figure relative to 
[BSA] = 1.50 µM. This point is further highlighted by curve fitting results, which have 
α-helix, extended chain and turn structures similar to solution BSA. The primary 
difference is the small presence of aggregated strands in adsorbed BSA.  
 At the highest BSA concentration and surface coverage ([BSA] = 15.0 µM and 
θ=0.90) the autocorrelation plot of the adsorption process has five primary features at 
1604, 1621, 1638, 1672 and 1689 cm-1 (Figure A2.8 and Table 2.3). Side chain, 
extended chain and turn secondary structures are modified by adsorption in-phase. 
Aggregated structures change out-of-phase with extended chains and turns and are not 
correlated with side chain vibrations. Interpretation follows that of adsorption when 
[BSA] = 7.50 µM and θ=0.81, with a decrease of turns, extended chain and side chain 
structures through the adsorption process with an increase of aggregated strands. The 
sequence of structural changes under these conditions is: 
1604 cm-1 (side chain), 1622 cm-1 (aggregated strands) →1672 cm-1 (turns) → 1638 
cm-1 (extended chains), 1688 cm-1 (turns) 
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The sequence and phase of structural changes upon BSA adsorption at [BSA] = 15.0 
µM correspond with those when [BSA] = 7.50 µM, indicating the transformation 
pathway adsorbed BSA undergoes is the same in both systems, with extended chains, 
turns, side chains and aggregated strands being affected.  
2D-COS analyses yield a wealth of information regarding the dynamic 
adsorption of BSA onto montmorillonite. This analysis shows at least 2 distinct 
concentration and surface coverage dependent adsorption pathways for BSA on 
montmorillonite. At the lowest θ and [BSA] studied, α-helix structures appear to 
unfold into extended chains and turns during adsorption. Through this pathway, BSA 
assumes a more open and unfolded conformation than at higher θ values, transferring 
more ordered, rigid structures (i.e. α-helices) into extended chains and turns in order to 
increase surface contact with montmorillonite. At higher θ and [BSA] values, a 
decrease in extended chain/turn structures and side chain rearrangement seems to 
occur in order to develop a greater extent of aggregated structures through protein-
protein interaction. These results are in contrast to previous 2D-COS analysis of 
cytochrome c552 adsorption onto montmorillonite, which highlight the role of β 
structures and turns in the adsorption process, rather than extended chains.58 
Comparing results between these two studies, however, is challenging provided the 
intrinsic differences between BSA and cytochrome c552, which have different 
properties. Cytochrome c552 possesses a different secondary structure from BSA 
(cytochrome c552 has more native β-sheets and fewer α-helices than BSA), likely 
resulting in different structural implications of adsorption.58 For the higher 
concentrations studied here, the proposed pathways from 2D-COS analyses also 
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contrast with existing concepts of BSA unfolding on montmorillonite, which suggests 
a degradation of helical structures and subsequent conversion into bent structures.15 At 
higher concentrations, no apparent changes to helices were resolved with 2D-COS, 
suggesting these structures are not playing a dynamic role in the BSA adsorption 
process. Apparent discrepancies between these studies may be the result of 
experimental concentrations and resultant surface coverage values, as the previous 
work was based on one BSA concentration (30 g/L or ≈ 450 µM) and more available 
montmorillonite surface area with pH as the variable.15 2D-COS results correspond 
with observed logarithmic adsorption kinetics, which indicate potential conformational 
rearrangement of BSA throughout the adsorption process. This is observed for all BSA 
concentrations used. Furthermore, 2D-COS results show the influence of aggregated 
strands at higher experimental BSA concentrations, highlighting the possibility that 
lateral adsorbate interactions contribute to the energetic heterogeneity of BSA 
adsorption kinetics under these conditions.  
Conclusions  
The adsorption of BSA onto montmorillonite was studied under a set of 
environmentally relevant solution conditions (pH=5.0 and [KCl]=0.005 M) and 
varying concentrations (1.50-15.0 µM), revealing the importance of solution BSA 
concentration on adsorption dynamics. Our results suggest BSA readily adsorbs onto 
montmorillonite, with reaction kinetics following an Elovich model, suggesting a 
reaction rate governed by heterogeneous energetic barriers. BSA conformational 
rearrangement and lateral protein-protein interactions likely represent associated 
energetic barriers at all studied concentrations. The BSA/montmorillonite binding 
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constant (K= 5.97x 105 M-1) represents a strong association between BSA and 
montmorillonite. Amide I curve fitting identifies that the extent of BSA unfolding on 
montmorillonite decreases with increasing BSA concentration and θ, underlining the 
link between adsorbed BSA conformation and BSA concentration/θ. At the lowest 
BSA concentration studied, adsorbed BSA loses α-helices into extended chains and 
turns, representing a decrease in rigid structures into more expanded structures. At 
higher BSA concentrations, adsorbed BSA assumes a more compact secondary 
structure that is more representative of native BSA. Along with different 
conformations of adsorbed BSA, 2D-COS analyses show distinct pathways of 
structural modification throughout the adsorption process. Like the resultant 
conformation changes, these pathways are dependent upon BSA concentration and θ. 
At the lowest BSA concentration studied (1.50 µM), changes to adsorbed BSA started 
with a gain of extended chains, then a loss of α-helices and a gain of turn structures. 
When [BSA] = 3.75 µM, loss of extended chains was followed by side chain 
rearrangement, increase in aggregated strands and loss of turns. For [BSA] = 7.50 and 
15.0 µM, side chain rearrangements and increase of aggregated structures preceded a 
decrease in turns and extended chains. This suggests that when solution concentrations 
differ ([BSA] = 7.50 and 15.0 µM), similar surface coverage values (θ=0.81and 0.90) 
may exhibit similar structural transformation pathways.  
This study sheds light on the mechanism behind a process of environmental 
significance, the sorption of biomolecules and biomolecular fragments onto soil 
mineral surfaces. Current prevailing concepts of soil organic matter (SOM) 
stabilization on mineral surfaces are built on the assertion that amphiphilic, protein-
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like molecules undergo conformational reorganization upon adsorption at mineral 
surfaces.2 Results presented in this work suggest unfolding of globular proteins, such 
as BSA, could likely occur when solution protein concentrations and surface coverage 
are low. This seems like a plausible scenario considering reported protein 
concentrations in soil solution (reported as a few to a few tens of mg L-1, depending 
upon methodology) and known adsorption isotherms of proteins on common soil 
minerals, which often show surface saturation when protein solution concentration is a 
few tenths of a gram per liter.18,52,59 This study also help clarify how carbon retention 
mechanisms on mineral surfaces can be linked to carbon and nitrogen turnover 
through enzymatic degradation. While enzymes bound to mineral colloids may be 
inactivated, depending upon adsorbed conformation, it is possible that retained 
enzymes maintain activity, which could result in clay-mineral complexes being a 
reserve of concentrated catalytic activity.60 The presented work begins to highlight 
concentration and surface coverage dependent conditions under which extensive 
conformational rearrangement is likely to occur, potentially having an impact on 
carbon turnover rates in soils.60  
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Table 2.1 Elovich model parameters for each experimental concentration 
 
  
concentration (µM) α β RMSE 
1.50 0.056 39.8 4.28 x 10-3 
3.75 0.060 21.1 3.80 x 10-3 
7.50 0.106 21.3 3.34 x 10-3 
15.0 0.160 20.6 3.10 x 10-3 
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Table 2.2 Results of amide I band curve fitting for BSA in solution (150 μM) and 
BSA adsorbed onto montmorillonite at t=120 minutes. Numbers in parentheses 
represent standard deviations from an average of replicates. 
concentration 
(µM) 
predicted 
θ 
% side 
chain 
% 
aggregated 
strands 
% extended 
chain 
% α-helix % turns 
150 (BSA 
solution) 
------------
- 
0.95 0.00 24.8 68.2 6.09 
1.50 0.43 1.06 ± 
(1.50) 
3.93 ± 
(5.56) 
31.4 ± 
(17.0) 
47.2 ± 
(17.5) 
16.4 ± 
(4.56) 
3.75 0.75 2.63 ± 
(3.71) 
5.14 ± 
(7.27) 
11.8 ± 
(2.99) 
76.8 ± 
(4.66) 
7.78 ± 
(0.55) 
7.50 0.81 1.19 ± 
(1.13) 
5.18 ± 
(7.08) 
18.2 ± 
(8.38) 
67.2 ± 
(10.3) 
7.89 ± 
(5.05) 
15.0 0.90 1.85 ± 
(0.69) 
0.00 26.0 ± 
(6.04) 
63.0 ± 
(6.10) 
9.13 ± 
(0.54) 
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Table 2.3 Results of 2D-COS analysis for each experimental concentration, showing 
prominent cross peaks, synchronous and asynchronous cross peak signs and resultant 
sequences.  
Concentration 
(µM) 
Cross Peak 
(ν1, ν2) 
Synchronous Asynchronous Sequence 
1.50 (1631, 1662) + + 1631>1661 
 (1631, 1689) + + 1631>1689 
 (1631, 1649) - - 1631>1649 
 (1639, 1662) +   
 (1649, 1662) - - 1649>1662 
 (1662, 1689) + - 1662<1689 
3.75 (1610, 1641) + - 1610<1641 
 (1610, 1662) + + 1610>1662 
 (1622, 1689) - - 1622>1689 
 (1622, 1678) -   
 (1622, 1662) - - 1622>1662 
 (1622, 1641) - + 1622<1641 
 (1641, 1678) + + 1641>1678 
 (1641, 1662) + + 1641>1662 
 (1662, 1689) + + 1662>1689 
 (1664, 1678) +   
 (1678, 1689) + + 1678>1689 
7.50 (1606, 1665) + + 1606>1665 
 (1620, 1665) - - 1620>1662 
 (1633, 1689) +   
 (1633, 1665) + - 1633<1665 
 (1665, 1689) + + 1665>1689 
15.0 (1604, 1688) + + 1604>1688 
 (1604, 1672) +   
 (1622, 1688) - - 1622>1688 
 (1622, 1672) - - 1622>1672 
 (1635, 1672) + - 1638<1672 
 (1672, 1688) + + 1672>1688 
Secondary structural components and assignments: Side chains (1600-1620 cm-1), 
aggregated strands (1620-1630 cm-1), extended chains (1630-1640 cm-1), random coils 
(1644-1648 cm-1), α-helices (1650-1660 cm-1) and turns (1660-1690 cm-1). 
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Figure 2.1 FTIR spectra from a representative adsorption experiment ([BSA] = 3.75 
µM). Spectra shown were collected at ≈20 minute intervals from t = 3 minutes until t 
=120 minutes. 
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Figure 2.2 BSA adsorption kinetic plots for [BSA] = 1.50 (yellow squares), 3.75 (red 
x), 7.50 (green circles) and 15.0 µM (orange triangles). Elovich kinetic models for 
each series are depicted by lines of corresponding color.  
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Figure 2.3 Adsorption isotherm for BSA adsorption onto montmorillonite (dots) with 
the experimental Langmuir model (line). Error bars represent standard deviation 
values from replicates. 
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Figure 2.4 Example 2nd derivative amide I deconvolution of 150 µM BSA solution (a) 
and adsorbed BSA at 15.0 µM and θ=0.90 (b). Amide I band and components are 
represented by solid black line, the second derivative spectrum is represented by black 
dashed line and sum of curve fitting is represented by red circles. 
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Figure 2.5 Results of amide I curve fitting after 120 minutes of adsorption at each 
concentration. Dots represent proportion of α-helices (orange circles), extended chains 
(green triangles), turns (black inverted triangles), aggregated strands (red x) and side 
chains (blue squares) in secondary structure for adsorbed BSA at each concentration. 
Dotted lines of corresponding color represent solution BSA secondary structural 
composition. 
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Figure 2.6 Synchronous (top) and asynchronous (bottom) 2D-COS plots for [BSA] = 
3.75 µM with corresponding autocorrelation spectrum and labelled peaks in the amide 
I band. Correlation values are shown in the legend.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
Ironing out Genes in the Environment: An Experimental Study of the 
DNA-Goethite Interface 
 
Introduction 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) represents a biomolecule used for the transfer 
and storage of genetic information, making it critical for the functioning of cells. 
Through cellular lysis, active secretion and grazing of microbes and senescence of 
leaves/roots in plants, DNA may be released into the surrounding environment.1 In 
natural systems, such as soil and water, DNA may adsorb strongly onto colloidal 
mineral surfaces, which may profoundly influence its environmental behavior.1-3 Over 
the past few decades, numerous studies have demonstrated protection of DNA from 
nucleases by adsorption onto inorganic colloids, including sand, model clays and 
whole soils.1-7 This allows for persistence of DNA in conditions that would otherwise 
be unfavorable for DNA stability. Furthermore, DNA adsorbed to mineral colloids 
may retain the ability to transfer genetic information to active microbiota despite close 
association with mineral surfaces.1-3, 8,9 This has been observed for a plasmid DNA 
containing an nptII gene, which carries resistance for the widely-used antibiotic 
kanamycin, adsorbed on clay minerals. Upon adsorption onto kaolinite, illite and 
montmorillonite, the plasmid was partially protected from degradation by nucleases, 
yet was still available to transform a strain of Acinetobacter.9 Another study 
demonstrated the ability of the chloramphenicol resistance carrying plasmid pHV14  
to transform B. subtilis despite being mineral (montmorillonite and kaolinite) bound.10 
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Additionally, adsorbed pHV14 continued to maintain the ability to transform B. 
subtilis despite wet-dry cycling, albeit to a lower extent.10 Reduction in transformative 
ability was hypothesized to be a result of conformational changes in DNA associated 
with multiple reiterations of wet-dry cycles.10 Adsorption of DNA onto soil minerals 
has also been suggested to play a role in the transport of DNA in soils, with type of 
soil particles and adsorption time as particularly important influence of DNA 
movement in subsoils.11,12 These points highlight the impact of underlying adsorption 
processes on the propagation and fate of genetic information in environmental 
systems.  
 Goethite (α-FeOOH), an iron oxyhydroxide mineral commonly found in soils 
and sediments, readily adsorbs DNA.13-15 Additionally, DNA adsorbed on goethite is 
more susceptible to PCR amplification, relative to montmorillonite, kaolinite and clay 
fractions isolated from whole soils, suggesting the adsorption of DNA onto goethite is 
particularly relevant to DNA behavior in soils.8 Despite the significance of DNA 
adsorption onto goethite, the adsorption process itself has not been well characterized. 
Experiments probing DNA adsorption onto goethite rely on bulk measurements (e.g. 
batch adsorption studies, calorimetric measurements) to infer adsorption mechanisms 
rather than investigating the interface directly.13-15 From previous bulk adsorption 
experiments, it was suggested that DNA adsorption onto goethite follows a Langmuir-
type adsorption and results in ligand exchange between DNA backbone phosphoester 
groups and surface hydroxyl groups on goethite.14,16 While another Fourier transform 
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic investigation of  adsorption of a suite of P-containing 
biomolecules to hematite and goethite alludes to this mechanism by showing 
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phosphate groups of organics adsorb strongly onto Fe-oxides, further characterization 
of the DNA-goethite interface is lacking.17 To the best of our knowledge, a 
quantitative description of the surface coverage, kinetic parameters and structural 
changes associated with the adsorption of DNA onto goethite is notably absent from 
previous studies. A focused study on the adsorption mechanism, taking into account 
these fundamental considerations of surface processes, is needed to assess the 
environmental chemistry of DNA in soils.  
To address this void in knowledge, surface sensitive in situ attenuated total 
reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) and X-ray photoelectron (XPS) 
spectroscopies are applied to characterization of the DNA-goethite interface. Previous 
application of XPS to the characterization of biomolecule/mineral interfaces has 
yielded insight into the behavior of biomolecules at mineral surfaces by probing 
biomolecule surface coverage and chemical bonding information.18-20 In situ ATR-
FTIR is also applicable to the study of biomolecule/mineral interfaces under 
environmentally relevant conditions (i.e. in solution and in real time).21 Specifically, 
this technique has been used to study kinetic, conformational and surface coverages 
related to biomolecule adsorption onto mineral surfaces.22-24 This technique, as a form 
of FTIR, is particularly suitable for probing DNA adsorption, as FTIR can readily 
distinguish between different double-stranded DNA conformations. Different DNA 
conformations include the right-handed B-form helix (3.4 Å rise per base pair, 10.5 
base pairs per turn), the more compact A-form helix (2.6 Å rise per base pair, 11 base 
pairs per turn) and the more extended, left-handed Z-form helix (3.7 Å rise per base 
pair, 12 base pairs per turn). The ability to distinguish between these forms of DNA 
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helices is of importance, as helical DNA has been demonstrated to change form upon 
adsorption to mineral surfaces.4 Furthermore, DNA forms have different major and 
minor groove dimensions, which can influence protein interaction with and 
recognition of DNA.25 The objective of this work is to employ surface sensitive in situ 
ATR-FTIR and XPS spectroscopic methods to better understand the DNA/goethite 
interface by probing the kinetics, equilibrium behavior and conformational 
implications of DNA adsorption onto goethite under environmentally relevant 
conditions. Furthermore, these results will be used to interpret the state of DNA at the 
goethite interface and to discuss the role of DNA adsorption onto minerals on the 
environmental fate of DNA.  
Materials and Methods   
Materials Double-stranded herring testes DNA (B-form, Type XIV, Sigma Aldrich 
prod. No. D6898) was used in all experiments. Prior to use, DNA was ultrasonically 
sheared to a shorter length (≈ 400 bp) and more uniform size distribution (Figure S1). 
Sonication of DNA was performed using a 550W Misonix XL2020 Ultrasonic 
Processor (Misonix Incorporated, Farmington NY) at about 25% output. Sonication 
was carried out by 12 repetitions of a 30 s pulse sequence followed by a 60 s pause for 
a total of 6 min of sonication time. Throughout sonication, DNA solution was kept in 
an ice water bath to prevent sample denaturation. This yielded DNA with a length ≈ 
400 bp, as characterized by agarose gel (1.5%) electrophoresis (Figure A3.1). To 
maintain conditions representative of soil solution (i.e. low ionic strength and 
moderately acidic pH), DNA solutions were prepared in 0.005 M KCl electrolyte at 
pH = 5.00. All solutions were made with distilled-deionized water (18.2 MΩ). 
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Goethite was synthesized using the method of Schwertmann and Cornell.26 Synthesis 
resulted in needle shaped particles ranging from one to a few micrometers in length, as 
observed by scanning electron microscopy (Figure 3.1). Purity of the synthesized 
material was verified by FTIR spectroscopy (Figure A3.2) and the surface area was 
determined to be 56.6 m2/g by N2 adsorption.  
In-situ ATR-FTIR adsorption experiments Goethite thin films used in experiments 
were made using a previously described approach.27  Briefly, a suspension of 1.12 g/L 
goethite was made in 0.01 M KCl and adjusted to pH = 4.50. The suspension was then 
placed in a sonication bath for around 30 minutes and re-adjusted to pH = 4.50. Four 
μL of the sonicated suspension was then drop cast onto the diamond IRE and dried 
under N2 flow. This resulted in a thin, evenly-distributed and slightly opaque layer of 
goethite. After creating a goethite film, background solution was passed over the film 
until no detectable changes to the FTIR spectrum were observed (1.5-2 hours). DNA 
solution was introduced after collection of background spectra, with a series of 
concentrations (0.001, 0.0025, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5 mg/mL) used for in-situ 
experiments. Experimental values represent duplicate except for 0.05 and 0.1 mg/mL 
DNA, which were run in triplicate due to observed variability. FTIR spectra were 
collected on a Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer (Bruker Corp., Billerica, MA) equipped 
with a DLaTGS detector. A single reflection Pike GladiATR accessory (Pike 
Technologies, Madison, WI) with a diamond internal reflection element was used for 
sampling. Spectra were averaged over 200 scans with 4 cm-1 resolution. Spectra 
received post-hoc atmospheric correction, smoothing (9 point Savitzky-Golay) and 
baseline correction. Adsorption kinetic data was fitted in SigmaPlot 13.0 (Systat 
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Software, Inc.) by non-linear fitting. Equilibrium isotherms were fitted using a non-
linear approach in Excel using the Solver add-in.  
XPS analysis of adsorbed DNA Samples for XPS experiments were prepared using a 
batch adsorption approach, with a fixed amount of goethite (10 mL of a 2 g/L 
suspension), different concentrations of DNA (0.0130, 0.033, 0.065, 0.13 and 0.65 
mg/mL) and the same background solution as ATR-FTIR experiments. Duplicate 
samples were shaken for 6 h (determined adequate by a preliminary batch experiment) 
with periodic adjustment of pH to maintain a constant value. After equilibration, 
suspensions were centrifuged at 10000 RPM (9000 rcf) for 5 minutes. DNA 
concentration in the supernatants was analyzed using UV/Vis spectrophotometry by 
measuring the 260 nm peak area, corresponding with DNA in solution. Pellets were 
combined, resuspended in background solution and centrifuged to remove excess 
DNA. This material was streaked onto Si shards and dried for XPS analysis. Samples 
were analyzed using a Surface Science Instruments SSX-100 with operating pressure 
~2x10-9 Torr. Monochromatic Al Kα x-rays (1486.6 eV) with 1 mm diameter beam 
size was used with a 55° emission angle. A hemispherical analyzer determined 
electron kinetic energy, using a pass energy of 150 V for wide/survey scans, and 50 V 
for high resolution scans of the C 1s, N 1s, O 1s and P 2p regions. High resolution 
scans were energy calibrated to the primary C 1s peak at 285.0 eV. A flood gun was 
used for charge neutralization of non-conductive samples. Quantification and peak 
fitting of high resolution XPS spectra was performed using CasaXPS (Casa Software, 
Ltd. Version 2.3.18). Equilibrium isotherms were fitted using a non-linear approach in 
Excel using the Solver add-in. Surface coverage of DNA on goethite was determined 
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by %N/%Fe from survey scans of samples (Figure A3.3, Table 3.1). Nitrogen serves 
as the elemental probe for DNA, as it is not present in the substrate or adventitious 
hydrocarbon contamination that may arise during analysis. High resolution scans of N 
1s and P 2p are used to identify structural changes of DNA upon adsorption.  
Results and Discussion 
Adsorption kinetics Kinetics of DNA adsorption onto goethite for each concentration 
were followed by the absorbance of the backbone ν C-C (≈ 970 cm-1) mode from FTIR 
spectra with time (Figures 3.2-3 and A3.4 and Table A3.1).28-31 This peak was 
selected as it was present in all spectra at the same position and represents a group 
unlikely to play an active role in adsorption, which may alter peak character. 
Adsorption reaches equilibrium within 95 minutes under experimental conditions with 
kinetics well described by Lagergren’s pseudo-first order adsorption kinetic model, of 
which a modified form is given as:32,33 
𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 = 𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(1 − 𝑒𝑒−𝑘𝑘1𝑡𝑡) 
where At is ν C-C peak absorbance (a.u.) at time = t (min), Amax is ν C-C peak 
absorbance (a.u.) at equilibrium and k1 is the pseudo-first order rate constant (min-1). 
This suggests adsorption rates are limited by energetic barriers associated with surface 
adsorption (e.g. bond breaking, dehydration, rearrangement, electrostatic barriers), as 
opposed to mass transport limitations. Adsorption rate constants (k1) generally 
increase with increasing DNA concentration (Table A3.2), ranging from 3.29 x 10-2 
min-1 when [DNA] = 0.001 mg/mL up to 3.55 x 10-1 min-1 when [DNA] = 0.5 mg/mL. 
The predicted maximum ν C-C peak absorbance values (Amax) correspond well with 
experimental data, highlighting the suitability of the pseudo-first order model for 
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describing DNA adsorption onto goethite under these conditions. 
Adsorption isotherms Adsorption isotherms and models yielded from equilibrium ν 
C-C absorbance values (FTIR) and %N/%Fe (XPS) are shown in Figure 3.4. 
Adsorption is well described by the Langmuir isotherm model, given by the following 
equation:34 
𝜃𝜃 = 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐1 + 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐 
where θ is given fraction of adsorption sites occupied at concentration = c and K is the 
equilibrium adsorption coefficient. Parameters yielded from the Langmuir model are 
presented in the supplementary information (Table A3.3). Isotherms from FTIR and 
XPS yield K values of 1.23 x 103 and 9.48 x 102 mL/mg, respectively. The isotherm is 
suggestive of high affinity adsorption behavior, with a steep initial slope until [DNA] 
≈ 0.02 mg/mL after which surface saturation is approached. This result is reflected in 
both XPS and FTIR derived adsorption isotherms, as they agree closely when plotting 
on a common scale (θ versus DNA concentration). Comparison to adsorption 
isotherms of DNA on gold surfaces from XPS and FTIR data also show remarkable 
similarity despite their physically distinct methods of probing matter.35 Existing bulk 
studies of DNA adsorption onto goethite show a lower initial slope, corresponding 
with a lower affinity of DNA for goethite than this work. This may be the result of a 
range of pH and ionic strength values being used. Generally, DNA adsorbs more 
strongly with lower pH and higher ionic strength. These conditions are suggested to 
reduce electrostatic repulsion between negatively charged backbone phosphate groups 
of adsorbed DNA and/or surface groups, allowing for more DNA to be 
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accommodated.36 DNA adsorption to goethite is sensitive to these factors, perhaps 
yielding a different affinity when those factors are taken into account.9 It is also 
possible that the use of sheared DNA may increase the surface affinity, as smaller 
DNA molecules have been demonstrated to adsorb more strongly to soil particles than 
longer DNA molecules.37  
Structure of DNA adsorbed on goethite High resolution N 1s and P 2p XPS spectra 
of DNA adsorbed to goethite and a DNA solid standard are shown in Figures 3.5 and 
A3.5. P 2p spectra of DNA adsorbed onto goethite and standard show two main 
components, both attributable to P in the backbone phosphate groups of DNA. Due to 
spin-orbit splitting, the P 2p peak is represented by a doublet of peaks, which arise 
from 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 spin orbit peaks.38 For the DNA standard, the 2p peak is centered 
at 132.4 eV with the 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 peaks at 133.0 and 132.2 eV, respectively. DNA 
adsorbed on goethite at the highest experimental surface coverage has a 2p peak 
centered at 133.1 eV with the 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 components at 133.8 and 132.9 eV, 
respectively, representing a P 2p binding energy increase of 0.7 eV. P 2p peaks for 
other surface coverages range from 133.8 to 134.0 eV, exhibiting a binding energy 
increase for all surface coverages studied. An increase in binding energy suggests that 
P in the backbone phosphate groups experiences a greater extent of electron 
withdrawal upon adsorption onto goethite. This reflects an active role of backbone 
phosphate groups in the binding of DNA onto goethite. Previous XPS studies probing 
the interaction of phosphate with ferrihydrite indicate that an increase in P 2p binding 
energy by 0.7 eV upon adsorption is the result of Fe-O-P bond formation.39 This 
corresponding result suggests direct coordination of the DNA phosphate backbone 
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groups is occurring upon adsorption.  
The N 1s peak of the DNA standard has two components, 400.3 and 398.7 eV, 
corresponding with non-conjugated (-NH- and saturated N) species and conjugated N 
structures of DNA nucleobases, respectively.40,41 Similar features are observed in N 1s 
spectra of adsorbed DNA, although with some difference in relative proportion of each 
component peak. Generally, the ratio of conjugated to non-conjugated peak areas 
decreased with increasing DNA surface coverage (Table A3.4, Figure A3.5). While 
these changes are observed, it is unlikely the nucleobases play an active role in DNA 
binding to goethite under experimental conditions. Binding of nucleobases to surfaces 
and metal ions results in dramatic changes to existing peak profiles and would be 
accompanied by appearance of satellite peaks in the N 1s spectrum.35, 41, 42 Both 
indicators are absent here, suggesting nucleobases do not directly bind goethite. 
ATR-FTIR spectra of DNA adsorbed on goethite and in solution support XPS 
results (Figures 3.2, A3.6). Upon adsorption, the backbone νas PO4- peak shifts from 
1224 to 1218 cm1, indicative of backbone PO4- interaction with the goethite surface. 
This agrees with FTIR spectra of DNA adsorption on CoFe2O4 and layered Mg/Fe 
hydroxide nanoparticles, which induced small bathochromic shifts in νas PO4- through 
surface coordination.43, 44 While a shift in νas PO4- to 1218 cm-1 could potentially be 
interpreted as a change of DNA to a Z-form conformation upon adsorption, other 
major Z-form indicators, such as a Z-form specific C-C mode ≈1413-1408 cm-1 and 
the Z-form marker at 1123 cm-1, are notably absent in spectra.29, 45  This suggests DNA 
adsorbed on goethite retains B-form conformation. In addition to a shift in the νas PO4- 
peak, adsorbed DNA also develops a peak around 1010 cm-1 which is tentatively 
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assigned to inner-sphere ν Fe-O-P.19,20 Previous theoretical studies probing the 
adsorption of a model phosphodiester bond of a nucleic acid also suggests the 
presence of a peak at 1009 cm-1 for monodentate coordination on a goethite surface.46 
It should be noted, however, that ν Fe-O-P modes at 1015 cm-1 (close to observed 
experimental values in this study) have previously been assigned to bidentate bridging 
of the phosphonate group of methylphosphonic acid  with goethite.47 Further evidence 
for interaction of the backbone PO4 group with goethite can be found near 1068 cm-1, 
where DNA adsorbed on goethite at many surface coverages develops a feature 
(Figure 3.6). Calculated frequencies of monodentate complexes adsorbed on goethite 
highlight features close to this value (1067 cm-1).46 This study also suggests that 
formation of a monodentate Fe-O-P bond is energetically more favorable than 
bidentate coordination, perhaps making a monodentate complex more likely in our 
study.46 There appears to be some dependence of equilibrium DNA 
concentration/surface coverage on the relative intensities of peaks at 1068 and 1010 
cm-1 (Figure 3.6). The intensity of the 1010 cm-1 peak increases with surface 
coverage, possibly suggesting a greater extent of Fe-O-P bond formation with 
increasing DNA adsorption. The feature near 1068 cm-1 shows a less clear relationship 
with increasing amounts of adsorbed DNA, with the peak becoming generally more 
pronounced up to DNA adsorbed at [DNA] = 0.1 mg/mL, then becoming a weaker 
peak at [DNA] = 0.5 mg/mL. While this may represent a variance in bonding 
mechanism between DNA adsorbed at lower and higher surface coverages, no attempt 
is made to attribute observed discrepancies to specific mechanisms given the 
ambiguity of Fe-O-P peak assignments in this region. Despite this ambiguity, it can be 
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concluded from ATR-FTIR that inner sphere Fe-O-P bonds form upon DNA 
adsorption onto goethite and monodentate complexation is the tentative mechanism. 
Overall,  these results correspond with XPS P 2p spectra, which also emphasize the 
role of inner-sphere complexation on DNA adsorption. 
The region of FTIR spectra associated with nucleobase vibrations (Table 
A3.1) shows minor shifts in frequencies, but there is no evidence of strong interaction 
between nucleobases and goethite or degradation of the helical structure of DNA on 
the goethite surface. As with the N 1s XPS spectra, lack of major changes or shifts in 
the spectral landscape associated with the nucleobases underlines the important role of 
phosphate groups on the adsorption of DNA onto goethite.  
Conclusions 
Spectroscopic characterization of DNA adsorbed on goethite corresponds well 
with kinetic and equilibrium adsorption data. Adherence to pseudo-first order 
adsorption kinetics suggests that adsorption is limited by surface processes. 
Spectroscopic results support this conclusion by demonstrating Fe-O-P bond 
formation during DNA adsorption onto goethite. It is likely that barriers associated 
with forming this bond are rate limiting, as other potential surface limitations are 
either not detectable (dehydration, conformational change) or unfavorable 
(electrostatic barriers between molecule and surface). Inner-sphere complexation of 
DNA with goethite corresponds with the high affinity adsorption isotherms observed 
in this study.48, 49 Given the high affinity nature of the adsorption isotherm, it is likely 
that goethite would strongly adsorb DNA in the environment, even at low 
concentrations of DNA expected in surface and soil waters, with values of 1.5 μg/L in 
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soil water and up to 72 μg/L in lake water previously observed.50,51 The high affinity 
of DNA for goethite observed in this experiment and the poor desorbability of DNA 
adsorbed on goethite demonstrated previously both suggest DNA mobility in soils and 
sediments could likely be impacted by goethite.8,52 This could have implications for 
the transport of DNA in soils and sediments where goethite may be present, with 
goethite potentially limiting movement of DNA. It is also possible, given the small 
size of colloidal goethite, that strong adsorption of DNA to goethite could enhance the 
mobility of DNA in soils. Colloid facilitated transport may play an important role in 
the movement of molecules in soil, particularly when considering the transport of 
molecules that bind strongly to mineral or organic colloids.53 The observed strong 
adsorption of DNA onto colloidal goethite particles may enhance transport in systems 
where colloids are likely to be mobilized (i.e. low ionic strength, presence of 
monovalent electrolytes, high rainfall) as a result of strong association with goethite, 
rather than hindered in movement.54    
These results are in line with the protective nature of mineral surfaces toward 
biomolecules (such as DNA), as formation of the inner-sphere Fe-O-P bond may 
provide some degree of stability. Chemical association between biomolecules and 
mineral surfaces is believed to impart a certain degree of stabilization to the adsorbed 
biomolecule due to protection from microbial attack.55,56 This may partially explain the 
persistence of DNA in soil, however the resistance of DNA to enzymatic degradation 
has also been attributable to adsorption and deactivation of nucleases on mineral 
surfaces.4,9 In this instance, further work probing the direct surface interaction of 
nucleases with minerals may yield additional insight on DNA preservation beyond 
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observed bond formation. Additionally, retention of the double-stranded, B-form upon 
DNA adsorption to goethite may inform understanding of the protective behavior of 
mineral surfaces toward DNA. Widespread single-strand specific nucleases will 
degrade only single-stranded forms of DNA57, suggesting that goethite surfaces may 
prevent degradation under some circumstances as a result of retaining the double-
stranded form, even if adsorbed DNA is accessible.  Retention of the helical, B-form 
conformation of adsorbed DNA may influence the ability of DNA adsorbed on 
goethite to transform organisms. Previous work suggests that a decrease in 
transformative ability of DNA, albeit linked to wetting and drying, was likely the 
result of DNA conformational changes on mineral surfaces relative to the 
conformation in solution.10 It is conceivable that a mineral surface which fosters 
retention of solution conformation potentially would maintain a higher ability to 
transform microorganisms than a mineral surface which does not (e.g. kaolinite).4,10  
Additionally, transformation is a process that initiates by binding of DNA by bacterial 
proteins, with varying extent of specificity.58 Maintaining the B-form and associated 
groove structure could possibly allow this critical first step in transformation to occur, 
or occur more favorably, depending upon binding proteins utilized, as grooves in 
DNA helices serve as important sites for protein recognition and binding to DNA.25 
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Table 3.1 Atom % N and Fe values from survey scans for each experimental 
concentration. 
 
 Equilibrium 
DNA 
concentration 
(mg/mL) 
% N % Fe % N/% Fe 
0 (goethite) 0 16.16 0 
2.12 x 10-4 1.19 11.99 0.10 
2.26 x 10-4 3.05 15.26 0.20 
1.57 x 10-3 4.89 12.35 0.40 
5.85 x 10-2 5.35 7.98 0.67 
5.14 x 10-1 5.57 7.41 0.75 
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Figure 3.1 Scanning electron microscopy image of goethite particles used in 
adsorption experiments. The scale bar represents 1 μm length. 
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Figure 3.2 ATR-FTIR spectra of 5 mg/mL DNA in solution (top) and 0.005 mg/mL 
DNA adsorbed on goethite at 7 (red), 11 (blue), 19 (orange) and 99 (black) minutes. 
Position of potential Z-form marker bands shown by dashed lines. 
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Figure 3.3 Kinetics of DNA adsorption onto goethite for [DNA] = 0.001, 0.005, 0.05 
and 0.5 mg per mL (from bottom to top). Additional concentrations have been omitted 
for clarity with remaining kinetic plots included in the supplementary information 
(Figure S4). 
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Figure 3.4 Experimental adsorption isotherms from FTIR (red triangles) and XPS 
(black diamonds) with error bars corresponding with standard deviations in 
equilibrium absorbance (FTIR) and concentration (XPS). Langmuir isotherm models 
derived from FTIR (solid red line) and XPS surface coverages (dotted black circles) 
are included. 
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Figure 3.5 High resolution N1s (left) and P2p (right) XPS spectra for a DNA standard 
and DNA adsorbed on goethite at highest surface coverage (at [DNA] = 5.14 x 10-1 
mg/mL) in XPS experiments. Spectra (solid black lines), peak components (solid 
colored lines) along with summed components (long dashed line) and background 
(dotted-dashed lines) are shown. High resolution scans for other surface coverages are 
included in the supplementary information (Figure S5). 
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Figure 6. FTIR spectra of DNA in solution (top) and adsorbed at different DNA 
concentrations (low to high; top to bottom) from 1315-950 cm-1. Blue (1068 cm-1) and 
orange (1010 cm-1) dotted lines denote peak positions of observed Fe-O-P modes. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Supramolecular association impacts biomolecule adsorption onto 
goethite 
Introduction 
Stabilization of input organic matter (OM) through various mechanisms is a primary 
reason for both the magnitude of the soil organic carbon pool (≈2370-2450 Pg C in top 
2 m) and its potential to act as a carbon sink.1-4 Retention of OM by mineral surfaces 
in organo-mineral associations is recognized as a prevalent form of soil organic matter 
(SOM) stabilization, with molecular-level interaction between adsorbed organic matter 
and mineral surfaces protecting against degradation.5-9 Formation of organo-mineral 
associations is initiated by adsorption of dissolved organic matter (DOM), a mixture of 
organic molecules in soil solution derived from plant and microbial sources, onto 
mineral surfaces.7,8 DOM does not adsorb indiscriminately, however, with large 
biomolecules and microbial residues believed to be selectively retained by mineral 
surfaces.7,10 Initial adsorption of biomolecules onto mineral surfaces has been 
hypothesized to act as a base for subsequent retention of organic matter at mineral 
surfaces by biomolecule-biomolecule interaction, resulting in the patchy, multilayered 
architecture of mineral associated SOM observed in soils.7 These concepts highlight 
the impact of both biomolecule-mineral and biomolecule-biomolecule interactions on 
the stabilization of organic carbon in soils.    
Theoretical and experimental studies probing the adsorption of biomolecules 
onto mineral surfaces in model systems suggest strong adsorption occurs across a 
range of conditions.11-19 Interfacial contact may result in conformational 
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rearrangement of the adsorbate and bond formation between adsorbed biomolecules 
and the mineral substrate.13,15,19,20 Surface adsorption has been demonstrated to release 
large amounts of free energy and thus favor interfacial assembly of biomolecules at 
mineral surfaces, reinforcing the concept of preferential adsorption of biomolecules 
from DOM in soil solution.10,21 While previous experiments highlight a favorable 
adsorptive interaction, the inherent complexity of DOM favors spontaneous 
interaction and assembly of constituent molecules in solution before contact with a 
mineral surface.22 This interaction leads to formation of supramolecular assemblies of 
biomolecules (e.g. proteins, lipids, lignin, nucleic acids) in soil solution through 
hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic forces or electrostatic interactions.22 Upon engagement 
in supramolecular assembly, formation of colloids may induce changes to 
biomolecular properties, with size, morphology, charge and function different from 
individual constituent biomolecules.23-26 Despite this current understanding, work 
focused on biomolecule interaction in solution and subsequent impact on interfacial 
behavior at mineral surfaces is scarce.  
Here we investigate the formation of supramolecular associations in solution 
and their impact on the biomolecule/mineral interfacial environment in mixed systems. 
A model nucleic acid (deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)) is used to investigate how 
supramolecular complexation with a model protein (bovine serum albumin (BSA)) 
influences the interfacial behavior of DNA at a common mineral surface (goethite). A 
model protein and nucleic acid were selected for these experiments as they account for 
a large portion of microbial biomass, with nucleic acids and proteins representing 
≈23% and ≈55%, respectively, of dried bacterial biomass.27 Nucleic acids and proteins 
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are both present within natural DOM fractions (≈µg/L and mg/L levels previously 
reported, respectively), indicating they may serve as environmentally relevant 
models.28,29  While the model protein used (BSA) is not found in soil, nor does BSA 
individually represent the diverse nature of soil proteins, it possesses traits similar to 
some soil proteins. With a molecular mass of around 66 kDa, BSA falls within the 
range of masses observed for proteins extracted from soils (≈14-98 kDa in DOM and 
≈6-181 kDa in whole soil) and has a globular structure.30,31 Furthermore, the 
isoelectric point (≈4.7) of BSA is within the range of values previously observed for 
proteins extracted from a field groundwater reactor (≈4-8).32 Interaction between DNA 
and a serum protein, BSA, would also represent a nonspecific binding process, which 
occur readily through physicochemical interactions (i.e. hydrogen bonding, 
electrostatic interactions, hydrophobic interactions) without sequence specificity, as 
would be expected between proteins and DOM.33-36  
In these studies, a series of DNA/BSA complexes is synthesized with a fixed 
DNA concentration and varying BSA concentrations, yielding complexes with a range 
of BSA:DNA ratios. Equilibrium binding behavior between DNA and BSA is 
described with circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. Charge and size of the 
DNA/BSA associations are characterized by dynamic light scattering (DLS) 
measurements. Surface adsorption of DNA/BSA complexes onto goethite is probed 
using in situ attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) 
spectroscopy, a technique which monitors surface adsorption under environmentally 
relevant conditions (i.e. in solution, in real time, non-destructive analysis), providing 
direct molecular-scale characterization of the DNA/BSA complex-goethite aqueous 
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interface.37 Through application of solution phase and surface characterization of 
model DNA/BSA complexes, a novel viewpoint is developed on the indirect control of 
supramolecular association on the interfacial behavior of biomolecules at mineral 
surfaces.  
 
Materials and Methods 
Materials. Double-stranded herring testes DNA (B-form, Type XIV, Sigma Aldrich 
prod. No. D6898) was used in all experiments. This specific type of DNA was used 
because it was used in previous adsorption experiments with goethite.13 While herring 
testes DNA is not found in soil and is possibly not representative of soil DNA base 
pair composition, DNA base pair composition was determined to have little influence 
on previous studies probing DNA adsorption onto soil minerals.38 Prior to use, DNA 
was ultrasonically sheared to a shorter length (≈ 400 bp) and more uniform size 
distribution.13 BSA used in experiments (Sigma Aldrich prod. No. B4287, M.W. ≈66.5 
kDa, pI≈4.7) was used as received without further purification. All solutions were 
made with deionized water (18.2 MΩ resistance). In all experiments, a background 
electrolyte of 5 mM KCl was added to approximate the low ionic strength of soil 
solutions. 
 Goethite used in adsorption experiments was synthesized by the method of 
Schwertmann and Cornell.39 Details are included in the supplementary information. 
Identity and purity of the synthesized goethite was verified with FTIR and the surface 
area was determined to be 56.6 m2/g by N2 adsorption. SEM determined particles to be 
needle-like with width around 50 nm and length ranging from a few hundred 
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nanometers to a few micrometers. Additional details about goethite synthesis and 
preparation and purity of DNA are included in the supplementary information. 
Synthesis of DNA/BSA complexes. DNA/BSA complexes were synthesized by the 
addition of 0.2 mg/mL DNA in a 5 mM KCl background solution at pH=5.0 to an 
equal volume of BSA ranging in concentration from 0.1-1.0 mg/mL in the same 
background solution under rapid stirring. After initial combination of solutions, 
stirring was stopped and complexes were equilibrated for at least 30 minutes. 
Complexes were then adjusted to pH=5.0 using 5 mM HCl, after which complexes 
were equilibrated an additional 30 minutes before solution characterization or use in 
adsorption experiments. The amount of time allowed for DNA and BSA equilibration, 
totaling at least 1 hour, is assumed to be enough time for equilibration based on times 
used from previous studies probing protein-nucleic acid binding, which demonstrate 
rapid interaction.40,41 This process resulted in a series of DNA/BSA complexes with a 
fixed DNA concentration of 0.1 mg/mL and ranging from 0.05-0.5 mg/mL BSA. 
Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopic analysis of DNA/BSA complexes. CD 
spectra were acquired on samples initially ranging from 0-0.5 mg/mL BSA and 0.1 
mg/mL DNA at 0.05 mg/mL BSA increments, for a total of 11 points. Immediately 
prior to collection of CD spectra, samples were diluted to a DNA concentration of 
0.04 mg/mL to avoid saturation of the dynode in the detector, which may lead to 
irregularities in the data. Experimental binding curves were collected in triplicate for 
all data points.  
CD spectra were analyzed to determine DNA-BSA binding behavior in a 
manner described previously for probing DNA-protein interaction.42,43 When 
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interaction occurs between DNA and a ligand, the underlying optical activity of the 
DNA helix may be changed, altering the molar extinction coefficient (Δε). The 
response of Δε to increasing ligand concentration may yield information about DNA-
ligand stoichiometry and strength of interaction. For these studies, change in Δε (ΔΔε) 
at 280 nm with incremental addition of BSA was plotted against BSA:DNA molar 
ratio, yielding a DNA/BSA binding curve across a range of BSA:DNA 
stoichiometries. A molar mass of 2.6 x 105 Da was assumed for DNA based on 400 bp 
length and an average mass of 650 g/mol per base pair. Spectrometer manufacturer, 
model and collection parameters may be found in the supplementary information. 
Light scattering measurements. For light scattering measurements, a refractive index 
of 1.500 was assumed for DNA and DNA/BSA complexes with a refractive index of 
1.33 and viscosity of 0.954 cP used for water. Electrophoretic mobility measurements 
represent an average of three measurements on each sample. Prior to synthesizing 
complexes for light scattering measurements, DNA and BSA solutions were passed 
through 0.2 (BSA) and 0.45 µm (DNA) polyethersulfone syringe filters to remove dust 
or suspended particulates which could interfere with light scattering from samples. 
Complexes synthesized for other analyses (CD, FTIR) were not filtered, as these 
methodologies are not highly sensitive to low levels of particulates. Instrument 
manufacturer, model, parameters and setup can be found in the supplementary 
information. 
ATR-FTIR experiments. Solution spectra of BSA and DNA were collected at 
concentrations of 10 and 5 mg/mL, respectively, in a background solution of 5 mM 
KCl at pH=5.0, chosen to approximate soil solution conditions (i.e. acidic with low 
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ionic strength). Solution spectra of BSA were collected to eliminate contribution of 
BSA adsorbed on the diamond internal reflective element (IRE) using a previously 
described approach.42 Further details about BSA adlayer subtraction are included in 
the supplementary information. No correction was necessary for DNA, which did not 
adsorb to the IRE under our experimental conditions. Goethite films used in 
adsorption experiments were made using a previously described approach (see 
supplementary information).45 After creating a goethite film,  background solution was 
passed over the film at a flow rate around 2 mL/min. until no detectable changes to the 
FTIR spectrum were observed (1.5-2 hours). At this point, a background spectrum of 
the electrolyte solution was collected. The DNA or DNA/BSA complex solution was 
then introduced. DNA was used at a fixed concentration of 0.1 mg/mL in adsorption 
experiments, with BSA concentrations of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 mg/mL used. 
Adsorption experiments were run in triplicate for each experimental DNA/BSA ratio 
and DNA. It should be noted that at the concentrations of biomolecules used in our 
adsorption experiments, solution contributions have been previously determined to 
yield no significant contribution to spectra.15 Instrument manufacturer, model, 
configuration and data processing procedures are included in the supplementary 
information. 
Results and Discussion 
Formation and Physicochemical Characteristics of Supramolecular Complexes in 
Solution. To probe the equilibrium binding behavior between DNA and BSA, circular 
dichroism (CD) studies were performed with synthesized complexes. CD results 
suggest that BSA and DNA interact in solution under experimental conditions (5 mM 
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KCl at pH=5.0), as an increase in molar extinction coefficient with increasing amounts 
of BSA is observed (Figure 4.1). This corresponds with a previous study probing 
DNA-BSA interaction in solution, which demonstrated that it is possible to form 
nonspecific complexes between BSA and a model double stranded oligonucleotide at 
pH = 3.0.46 The steady increase in ΔΔε of DNA at low BSA:DNA ratios (<15.1, 
[BSA] = 0.4 mg/mL) is potentially the result of strong interaction between BSA and 
DNA. Similar binding behavior between the protein C.AhdI and DNA was interpreted 
as a strong, stoichiometric binding process between DNA and C.AhdI.43 Observed 
DNA-BSA binding behavior qualitatively follows a sigmoidal Hill-type binding 
model, yielding a better fit than the other tested model, the Langmuir equation, 
suggesting interaction between bound BSA molecules may influence binding (Figure 
A4.1 and Table A4.1). Some degree of cooperativity is likely based upon the upward 
inflection of the binding curve at lower BSA:DNA ratios and a Hill coefficient greater 
than 1 (n=2.71) (Table A4.1).47,48 The Hill model fit shown in Figure 4.1 yields a Kd 
value of 2.11 μM, while this value is not quantitatively meaningful given the 
proximity to total experimental BSA concentrations (0.75-7.5 μM), similarity between 
predicted Kd and experimental BSA concentrations provides further evidence of tight 
binding between BSA and DNA.48 Over the range of BSA:DNA ratios used, ΔΔε 
plateaus, indicating saturation of BSA binding sites on DNA is reached. A maximum 
ΔΔε value is reached at a BSA:DNA ratio of 15.1, suggesting that BSA added beyond 
this ratio may not bind to DNA directly.  
 Electrophoretic mobility measurements were made on BSA, DNA and 
synthesized complexes to determine the influence of binding on charge characteristics 
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of DNA/BSA complexes. Electrophoretic mobility results suggest BSA:DNA ratio has 
an impact on the charge characteristics of synthesized DNA/BSA complexes (Figure 
4.1). DNA itself has a electrophoretic mobility of -3.10 x 10-8 m2/Vs, which would be 
expected at the experimental pH value of 5.0, which is above, or on the higher end, of 
anticipated pI values (≈4.5) for DNA. BSA has a electrophoretic mobility of -0.17 x 
10-8 m2/Vs at pH=5.0, yielding a less negative value than DNA, but indicative of an 
overall negative charge on BSA. This reflects the proximity of our experimental 
conditions to the pI of BSA (≈4.7) relative to that of DNA. As BSA:DNA ratio 
increases, a decreasing trend in electrophoretic mobility of the synthesized complexes 
is observed. BSA addition across experimental BSA:DNA ratios increased the 
electrophoretic mobility of DNA/BSA complexes up to-1.88 x 10-8 m2/Vs, a change of  
1.22 x 10-8 m2/Vs compared to DNA alone. This shift in electrophoretic mobility is 
interpreted as a reduction in negative charge associated with DNA/BSA complexes as 
more BSA binds to DNA. 
 Light scattering characteristics of DNA, BSA and synthesized complexes was 
used to identify changes in size of DNA/BSA complexes and intermolecular 
interactions between synthesized complexes. Light scattering results for BSA, DNA 
and DNA/BSA complexes can be seen in Figure 4.2. The relaxation time distribution 
of BSA features one primary relaxation mode, a peak at 27.7 μs. This peak likely 
arises from translational diffusion of BSA molecules in solution and is in agreement 
with previous studies of BSA, which demonstrate unimodal light scattering 
distributions.49,50  A weak peak at around 521 μs is also present, suggesting sample 
filtration may not have entirely removed all of the large BSA aggregates in the sample 
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or BSA aggregated slightly after filtration.50  
 The relaxation time distribution for DNA shows a bimodal distribution, with 
two primary peaks at 66.8 and 450 μs observed (Figure 4.2). These peaks correspond 
with two distinct relaxation modes, designated as fast and slow relaxation modes, 
respectively. Presence of a fast relaxation mode is attributable to a combination of 
intramolecular relaxation modes and translational diffusion of DNA, which are 
exceptionally challenging to separate experimentally.51-53 Several concepts have been 
proposed to explain the slow mode of polyelectrolytes, such as DNA, in light 
scattering studies. Synchronized movement of DNA molecules locked into concerted 
movement by repulsive, electrostatic intermolecular interactions has been a proposed 
cause of the slow mode of DNA.54-56 It has also been proposed that the slow relaxation 
mode of DNA may be the result of the diffusion of individual DNA molecules within 
a cage of nearby DNA molecules, requiring specific DNA orientation to diffuse due to 
electrostatic repulsion with the cage-like DNA structure.57 This requisite specificity of 
DNA movement, likely in line with the long axis of a DNA strand, results in a slower 
relaxation rate.57 Both of these theories, while rather different in description of the 
phenomenon of the slow mode, suggest intermolecular DNA-DNA interactions play a 
critical role in its appearance. Furthermore, electrostatic forces arising from 
deprotonation of backbone phosphate groups seem to be essential to the development 
of intermolecular repulsion. Given the low ionic strength (5 mM KCl) and the cation 
used in experiments (K+), DNA-DNA repulsion would be expected, as these 
conditions would likely favor poor shielding of charges between DNA strands. While 
it may be advantageous for data interpretation to present hydrodynamic radii of BSA, 
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DNA and DNA/BSA complexes, it has been previously suggested that determination 
of DNA hydrodynamic radius under conditions similar to ours may be obscured.54,58 
This is due to intermolecular repulsion between DNA helices in solution and the 
subsequent influence on translational diffusion, which is used to calculate 
hydrodynamic radius.  
 Upon titration of different starting concentrations of BSA with a fixed amount 
of DNA, changes to the DNA light scattering distribution are observed. At low 
BSA:DNA ratios (≤3.9), increasing amount of BSA corresponds with a decrease in the 
intensity of the DNA slow mode peak. A marked decrease in the slow relaxation peak 
intensity with protein addition to DNA was observed previously in a study 
investigating DNA-lysozyme interaction under similarly low ionic strength conditions 
(3 mM NaCl).54 This observation was attributed to reduction of intermolecular 
repulsion between DNA helices by the addition of lysozyme.54 The proposed 
mechanism for alleviating DNA-DNA repulsion is through a screening of electrostatic 
repulsion by charge neutralization via lysozyme association with DNA.54 This 
interpretation would correspond with electrophoretic mobility results, which highlight 
a decrease of negative charge on DNA/BSA complexes with increasing BSA 
concentration. A lower negative charge could, in turn, reduce electrostatic repulsion 
between DNA strands within DNA/BSA complexes. While BSA does not possess a 
net positive charge under experimental conditions, screening of negative charges 
between DNA strands could result from local interaction between DNA backbone 
phosphodiester groups and positively charged side chain groups of BSA (e.g. lysine, 
arginine). Local binding of positively charged side chain groups to DNA is believed to 
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be one of the primary mechanisms driving nonspecific interaction (e.g. DNA-BSA) 
between proteins and nucleic acids.34,59  BSA has been shown to have numerous 
exposed lysine side chain groups that could serve as interaction sites with the 
backbone phosphodiester groups of DNA.60 In addition, BSA has long been known to 
possess a heterogeneous surface charge distribution at pH=5.0 despite its net negative 
charge, with some regions possessing a positive charge and others negative.61 This 
charge asymmetry has been demonstrated to influence BSA association with a series 
of anionic polymers, where positive charge patches on BSA were demonstrated to 
interact with polyelectrolyte species even though net charges suggest repulsion would 
occur.62 Interaction between DNA and regional positive charge patches on BSA could 
thus be driving binding between the negatively charged biomolecules. It is also 
possible that conformational rearrangement of BSA occurs upon binding to DNA, 
which may include involvement of side chain groups that are buried in native BSA. In 
addition to electrostatic considerations for reduced repulsion between DNA/BSA 
complexes, previous work on DNA-BSA complexation suggests hydrophobic 
interactions may also enhance attraction between DNA/BSA aggregates, reducing net 
repulsion through attractive forces.44  
In addition to a decrease of intensity of the slow relaxation mode with 
increasing BSA:DNA ratio up to 3.9, both the slow and fast modes shift to higher 
relaxation times, corresponding with a decrease of associated diffusion coefficients 
(Figure 4.2). This change is attributed to increased size of DNA/BSA complexes with 
increasing BSA addition, which would effectively reduce the diffusion coefficient as 
described by the inverse size-diffusion relationship defined by the Stokes-Einstein 
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equation.51,63 This interpretation is based on assignment of the fast (coupled with 
internal relaxation modes) and slow relaxation modes to diffusion of DNA. 
Conceptually, incorporation of bound BSA would lower translational motion 
associated with both modes, hindered by intermolecular repulsion or otherwise. 
Persistence of the slow relaxation mode coupled with the shift of the slow mode peak 
to higher relaxation times at low BSA:DNA ratios suggests that repulsive forces 
between DNA strands are appreciable at BSA:DNA ratios ≤3.9.  
At BSA:DNA ratios exceeding 3.9, the slow mode of DNA disappears, 
suggesting repulsive interaction between DNA strands is diminished. Comparison of 
light scattering results with the binding curve from CD spectroscopy (Figure 4.1) 
shows that this point corresponds with the steep, upward inflection of the DNA-BSA 
binding curve after an initial lag. Together, these points demonstrate the impact of 
increasing association of BSA with DNA on the forces between DNA/BSA complexes 
in solution. In addition to the apparent decrease in repulsion amongst DNA/BSA 
complexes, light scattering distributions of complexes formed with BSA:DNA ratios 
>3.9 show a decrease in diffusion coefficient of the fast mode with increasing BSA 
(Figure 4.2). Given the binding characteristics of BSA and DNA and results from 
electrophoretic mobility measurements, it is likely that the size of supramolecular 
DNA/BSA complexes continues to grow beyond a BSA:DNA ratio of 3.9. In 
accordance with this observed binding behavior, the diffusion coefficient of fast mode 
of complexes (partially attributable to translational movement) decreases with added 
BSA, reflecting an increased size of DNA/BSA associations. Interestingly, light 
scattering of DNA/BSA complexes synthesized beyond saturation on the DNA-BSA 
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binding curve do not appear to show the translational diffusion mode of free BSA.  
 
Adsorption of DNA/BSA Supramolecular Complexes onto Goethite. In-situ ATR-
FTIR spectroscopic experiments were applied to monitor the adsorption of DNA/BSA 
complexes onto goethite from solution in real time. Normalized FTIR spectra of BSA 
and DNA in solution, adsorbed on goethite at equilibrium and adsorbed on goethite at 
equilibrium as DNA/BSA complexes can be seen in Figure 4.3. The peak at 1652 cm-
1 is assigned to the amide I band of BSA, which primarily represents vibrations from 
backbone ν C=O modes.64 The amide II band, located at 1547 cm-1, represents a 
combination band from the backbone in plane δ N-H and ν C-N modes.64 Peaks at 
1450 and 1400 cm-1 are tentatively attributed to side chain δ C-H and νs COO- modes, 
respectively.64 FTIR spectra of BSA in solution and adsorbed on goethite also show 
the amide III band from 1350-1200 cm-1, attributable to the in-phase combination of 
backbone δ N-H and ν C-N modes.64 There are no apparent changes (e.g. appearance 
of peaks, shifting of the amide I band, shifting of the amide I/amide II ratio) to the 
FTIR spectrum of adsorbed BSA from 1700-1200 cm-1 compared to BSA in solution. 
While this qualitative assessment of adsorbed BSA does not suggest there are any 
major structural or conformational changes to BSA upon adsorption to goethite, a 
more comprehensive analysis of adsorbed BSA, such as deconvolution of the amide I 
or III band, may reveal unfolding of BSA on goethite, as one may expect with a soft-
globular protein such as BSA.15,65,66 Previous studies of protein adsorption on the 
hematite (Fe-oxide) mineral surface suggests that soft, globular proteins, like BSA, 
adsorb with accompanying conformational changes.67 Furthermore, electrostatic 
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interactions play a critical role in adsorption, with both protein-hematite and protein-
protein electrostatic interactions influencing adsorption. BSA spectra are presented to 
show general features of FTIR spectra of BSA and how they can be distinguished 
from DNA within DNA/BSA complexes.  
 FTIR spectra of DNA in solution and adsorbed on goethite show key 
differences that clarify the adsorption mechanism (Figure 4.3).13 Solution DNA and 
DNA adsorbed on goethite show three peaks from ν C=O guanine, ν C=O thymine and 
ν C=N/ν C=C  of nucleobase rings. These peaks appear at 1714, 1664 and 1605 cm-1 
and 1711, 1661 and 1605 cm-1 in solution and adsorbed DNA, respectively.68 DNA 
also shows a peak associated with δ C-H modes at 1489 and 1485 cm-1 for solution 
and adsorbed species, respectively.69 Structurally important vibrational modes related 
to the DNA backbone can be observed at 1224 (νas PO4-), 1088 (νs PO4-), 1055 
(backbone ν C-O), 1021 (furanose vibration) and 970 cm-1 (backbone ν C-C) in 
solution DNA. These peaks appear in the same position in the FTIR spectrum of 
adsorbed DNA, with the exception for the νas PO4- peak. Upon adsorption, a shift in 
the νas PO4- peak to 1219 cm-1 occurs, suggesting interaction of backbone 
phosphodiester groups with goethite plays a role in DNA adsorption.70 This 
interpretation is reinforced by the appearance of a strong peak at 1010 cm-1 and a 
shoulder at 1068 cm-1, both of which are indicative of Fe-O-P bond stretching, 
suggesting inner-sphere complexation occurs between goethite and DNA.13, 71-73 This 
conclusion was supported by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), which 
demonstrated an increase of P 2p binding energy upon DNA adsorption to goethite.13 
 Normalized spectra of DNA/BSA complexes adsorbed on goethite (Figure 4.3 
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and Figure A4.2) show features related to both DNA and BSA. At all BSA:DNA 
ratios studied BSA amide I and II peaks are apparent, with the weaker amide III and 
side chain δ C-H and νs COO- modes becoming relatively more prominent at higher 
BSA:DNA ratios, which aligns with complexes becoming more enriched in BSA. 
DNA related peaks discernible in spectra are primarily attributable to backbone 
groups, with the νas PO4-, νs PO4- and backbone ν C-C peaks most apparent. 
Nucleobase vibrations are mostly obscured by the amide I peak of BSA, but the ν C=O 
guanine peak at around 1714 cm-1 represents a discreet peak at the lowest 
experimental BSA:DNA ratio of 3.9 and a shoulder to the amide I peak at BSA:DNA 
ratios >3.9. In addition to recognizable vibrations from the DNA helix (i.e. nucleobase 
and backbone vibrations), the ν Fe-O-P modes at 1068 and 1010 cm-1 are clearly 
visible in DNA/BSA complexes adsorbed on goethite. Together, these results show 
that BSA and DNA are both adsorbed at an aqueous goethite interface under 
experimental conditions.  
 Absolute intensities of peaks, with peak height proportional to the amount of 
vibration associated with either DNA or BSA, are used to quantitatively assess the 
impact of varying BSA:DNA ratio in solution on surface speciation.36 The amide II 
peak is selected as the indicator of BSA adsorption due to its demonstrated 
proportionality with adsorbed protein.74,75 The amide II peak also does not directly 
overlap with any major peaks in DNA, minimizing any interference of peak intensity 
from DNA within DNA/BSA complexes. For adsorbed DNA, the ν C-C peak height at 
970 cm-1 is used as a metric for DNA adsorption, proportional to the amount of DNA 
adsorbed. This feature does not change in position or relative intensity upon 
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interaction of DNA with serum protein or upon surface adsorption onto goethite, 
where use of this peak for quantification of adsorbed DNA was corroborated by XPS 
experiments.13,76 This peak also does not overlap with features of BSA in solution or 
adsorbed on goethite, further validating the utility of this peak to measure DNA 
adsorbed within DNA/BSA complexes. ν Fe-O-P peak height, given its connection to 
inner-sphere coordination of DNA to goethite and the lack of BSA related peaks in 
this region, serves as an analogue for direct binding of DNA within DNA/BSA 
complexes onto goethite, with peak height proportional to direct interaction between 
DNA backbone phosphodiester group and goethite The While the ν C-C and ν Fe-O-P 
peaks of adsorbed DNA are used here to generalize quantity of DNA adsorbed and 
direct coordination of DNA with goethite, respectively, the orientation of DNA itself 
and within DNA/BSA complexes on goethite is not probed through these modes.  
FTIR spectra from adsorption experiments with two different BSA:DNA 
solution ratios (7.6 and 18.9) show increasing signals of distinct BSA and DNA 
related peaks with time (Figure 4.4 and Figure A4.3). Kinetic results do not appear to 
be influenced by diffusion within the goethite film in these experiments. Although 
pore size distributions within drop cast films was not characterized here, 
characteristics of diffusion limited adsorption, such as a square root time dependence 
or slow approach to equilibrium are not observed here. Moreover, our previous work 
with the adsorption of DNA on goethite using the same film deposition technique 
suggests that the adsorption of DNA, the constituent molecule with the single largest 
dimension (≈130 nm in length) used here, is surface controlled rather than diffusion 
limited.13 The relative proportion of BSA and DNA adsorbed on goethite, however, 
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differs throughout adsorption between experimental ratios, as indicated by amide II/ ν 
C-C peak ratios with time (Figure 4.5a). BSA:DNA solution ratios ≤15.1 show a 
relatively uniform proportion of BSA and DNA as adsorption progresses with time. 
This suggests that the stoichiometry of adsorbed BSA and DNA remains stable 
throughout adsorption. At a BSA:DNA ratio of 18.9, however, there is a rapid 
decrease of the amide II/ ν C-C ratio within the first 15 minutes of adsorption. The 
initially higher amide II/ ν C-C ratio can be attributed to a greater proportion of BSA 
than DNA adsorbed, relative to times after 15 minutes of adsorption.  Spectra show 
the presence of BSA amide I and II peaks early in the adsorption process while peaks 
related to DNA are barely visible. This trend is apparent in FTIR spectra from 
different adsorption time points from an experiment using a BSA:DNA ratio of 18.9 
(Figure 4.4). This initial kinetic region up to 15 minutes is followed by a stable amide 
II/ ν C-C ratio for the duration of adsorption, suggesting that the relative stoichiometry 
of adsorbed material stabilizes after 15 minutes. Equilibrium amide II/ ν C-C ratios at 
BSA:DNA ≤ 15.1 exhibit a linear increase with incremental increase in BSA. This is 
in line with observed amide II/ ν C-C ratios throughout adsorption, which suggest no 
detectable discrimination toward BSA or DNA occurs at the interface. At BSA:DNA 
= 18.9, equilibrium amide II/ ν C-C ratio markedly increases above what would be 
expected on the basis of solution BSA:DNA ratios alone. At this BSA:DNA ratio, 
amide II/ ν C-C with time shows a higher proportion of BSA is adsorbed initially, 
relative to DNA. Amide II/ ν C-C at 99 minutes suggests this initial kinetic 
partitioning translates to a more BSA-rich interface at equilibrium as well. Differences 
in relative proportion of DNA and BSA adsorbed on goethite with time between 
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BSA:DNA ratios at and below 18.9 are attributed to the binding characteristics of 
DNA and BSA in solution. When BSA:DNA ratio in solution is 18.9, the binding 
curve suggests BSA is present in excess of binding saturation on DNA and is not 
bound strongly to DNA and, hence, is not as strongly associated with DNA as BSA 
bound to DNA at lower BSA:DNA ratios. It is possible that weakly associated BSA 
adsorbs quicker than DNA and BSA bound in larger DNA/BSA complexes, as 
proteins adsorb rapidly and irreversibly to mineral surfaces.77 This situation contrasts 
with complexes formed at BSA:DNA ratios at or below binding saturation, in which 
tight binding between BSA and DNA favors complexation, rather than persistence of 
individual biomolecules in solution. Under these conditions, DNA and BSA adsorb in 
association and maintain a relatively uniform surface speciation throughout adsorption 
process. 
The impact of BSA:DNA ratio in solution on the ν C-C peak at equilibrium 
shows that increasing the amount of BSA bound to DNA, up to a BSA:DNA ratio of 
15.1, generally enhances DNA adsorption (Figure 4.5b). When no BSA is present, the 
ν C-C peak height at equilibrium is 5.46 x 10-4 a.u. at a DNA concentration of 0.1 
mg/mL. This increases up to a value of 8.08 x 10-4 a.u. with a BSA:DNA ratio of 15.1, 
representing a 48% increase in the amount of DNA adsorbed. A marked increase of 
DNA adsorption onto kaolinite and montmorillonite due to association with other 
biomolecules has been observed previously.78 With associated constitutional organic 
components (proteins, lipids and polysaccharides) and cellular wall debris, the amount 
of DNA adsorbed on montmorillonite and kaolinite clays was greater than the amount 
adsorbed when DNA was first purified to remove associated biomolecules.78 The 
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authors propose three factors responsible for observed increased adsorption: a change 
in DNA morphology (size, flexibility and conformation) induced by associated 
biomolecules, DNA condensation/aggregation to a more compact state induced by 
associated biomolecules (e.g. lipids, proteins, polysaccharides), and bridging between 
DNA and the clay surfaces by DNA-bound biomolecules. While DLS results do not 
necessarily suggest condensation and compaction of DNA upon BSA addition, they do 
highlight a possible aggregation of DNA/BSA complexes through reduction of 
intermolecular repulsion between DNA strands as BSA is added. Repulsion between 
adsorbed DNA molecules has been identified as a limiting factor for adsorption 
capacity on surfaces, attenuating these interactions in solution could allow for more 
adsorption of DNA.79,80 This interpretation lines up with electrophoretic 
mobilityresults, which show a decrease of net negative charge on formed complexes 
with increasing BSA addition. 
While our results correspond with an increase in adsorbed DNA when the 
BSA:DNA ratio ≤15.1, when the BSA:DNA ratio increases to 18.9 the amount of 
DNA adsorbed decreases, with an average ν C-C peak height of 5.95 x 10-4 a.u. Under 
these conditions, the decrease of ν C-C peak height may be explained by the initial 
adsorption of loosely bound or free BSA onto goethite, as demonstrated by the 
adsorption kinetics above DNA binding saturation (Figure 4.5a). Bound BSA may 
subsequently block surface sites on goethite, making them inaccessible for adsorption 
of DNA/BSA complexes. Blocking of DNA adsorption sites on andosol soils and 
model minerals by adsorbed α-casein was previously identified as a possible 
explanation for reduction of DNA adsorption in the presence of protein in solution.81 
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Unlike the relative amount of DNA adsorbed, direct binding of DNA to 
goethite, as indicated by ν Fe-O-P peak height, does not appear to be influenced by 
BSA:DNA ratio in solution at ratios ≤15.1. At a BSA:DNA ratio of 18.9, a decrease in 
ν Fe-O-P peak height is observed (Figure 4.5b). When normalized to the ν C-C peak 
height (amount of DNA adsorbed within DNA/BSA complexes), the extent of direct 
DNA-goethite coordination at equilibrium decreases with increasing BSA:DNA ratio 
in solution, even though an increase in adsorbed DNA is observed until a BSA:DNA 
ratio of 15.1 (Figure 4.5c). This indicates that BSA associated with DNA is 
preventing direct bonding between DNA in DNA/BSA complexes and goethite, 
possibly through steric hindrance or by direct interaction between BSA and backbone 
phosphate groups on DNA. This observation provides support for BSA bridging as 
playing a role in the adsorption of DNA/BSA supramolecular associations on goethite.  
 Our results are from a study with a set of models in a single solution condition 
(5 mM KCl at 5 pH = 5.0). To view these results in a broader environmental context, 
influence of different ionic strength, pH and biomolecular species on both 
supramolecular association and adsorption on soil minerals should be considered. 
Generally, supramolecular association of organic matter increases with an increase in 
ionic strength through reduction in double layer thickness.82-84 If polyvalent cations are 
present they may act as a bridge between DOM molecules, enhancing association as 
well.82,84 Weaker association would generally be expected as pH values favor greater 
electrostatic repulsion between constituent molecules.82-84This does not, however, 
suggest that association of like-charged biomolecules within DOM does not occur (as 
demonstrated by this and previous studies on supramolecular assembly) as localized 
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charge heterogeneity may favor interaction.62,85 All of these points would be 
dependent upon the charge characteristics of constituent molecules. Under 
aforementioned conditions where supramolecular assembly may not be as favorable, 
adsorption dynamics may favor adsorption of individual DOM molecules rather than 
supramolecular complexes. When conditions favor supramolecular association, the 
influence of intermolecular binding could potentially influence surface adsorption, as 
demonstrated here. It should be noted that, due to analytical limitations, experimental 
concentrations used in this study (0.1 mg/mL DNA and 0.1-0.5 mg/mL BSA) 
correspond with high surface coverage and are higher than would be expected in soil 
solution.13,28,29 This may lead to an over-emphasis of the reduction of intermolecular 
repulsion between adsorbed species on surfaces as shown here. In natural systems 
where concentrations and subsequent surface coverages would be lower, these 
findings may not be as relevant. Some influence of supramolecular association on 
binding directly at the interface could still be likely at lower surface coverages, as they 
seem to depend more on the binding between molecules within complexes, rather than 
interactions between neighboring adsorbed biomolecules.  
Influence of Supramolecular Assembly on Organic Matter Retention by 
Minerals. This work demonstrates how solution DNA-BSA binding behavior results 
in supramolecular associations differing in properties and how this influences the 
mechanism and amount of retention of constituent biomolecules on a goethite surface. 
As BSA binds to DNA in solution, intermolecular repulsion between DNA strands is 
screened (Figure 4.6). This is reflected at the aqueous goethite interface by an 
increase in the amount of DNA adsorbed with increasing BSA content up to a 
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BSA:DNA ratio of 15.1. Beyond this ratio, CD spectroscopy suggests BSA binding 
sites on DNA become saturated, resulting free or loosely bound BSA in solution. BSA 
added in the saturated binding regime appears to adsorb rapidly and before DNA/BSA 
complexes, blocking surface sites from DNA/BSA complexes. DNA retention is thus 
reduced when BSA:DNA ratio is 18.9. The mechanism of retention also appears to be 
influenced by interaction between DNA and BSA in solution, with more pronounced 
blocking of inner-sphere interaction between DNA and goethite with increasing BSA 
content in DNA/BSA complexes. Coupled with an increase in the amount of DNA 
adsorbed with greater extent of BSA binding, this result suggests BSA bridging 
between DNA and goethite occurs.  
These results enhance our understanding of how biomolecules are retained by 
minerals in natural systems, where association amongst organic molecules in solution 
occurs before contact with mineral surfaces. Amount and mechanism of organic 
matter retention may have implications for stabilization of organic matter within 
organo-mineral associations, as adsorbed organic matter is generally believed to be 
more stable than DOM. Additionally, the strength of interaction between adsorbed 
organic matter and mineral surfaces has been linked to stability of adsorbed SOM, 
with ligand exchange and bond formation believed to be particularly important for 
organic matter stability.8 Considering the impact of BSA associated with DNA on the 
formation of an inner-sphere Fe-O-P bond, it is conceivable that stability of adsorbed 
biomolecules could be influenced through initial supramolecular association by 
altering adsorption mechanism on mineral surfaces. Recent results probing the 
adsorption of model organic molecules to goethite under similar solution conditions 
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(pH = 6.0 in 10 mM NaCl) demonstrate that functional groups in contact with a 
mineral surface impacts bond strength, which suggests that altering the ratio of 
molecules in supramolecular associations could impact bonding energetics at mineral 
surfaces.86 
It has been long understood that OM is retained by soils in multilayers, with 
layering often attributed to successive adsorption of biomolecules onto mineral 
surfaces.7,87 This work also demonstrates that multilayers may be formed on mineral 
surfaces in a single adsorption event of supramolecular complexes, in addition to a 
series of adsorption events of individual biomolecules. Given the propensity of DOM 
molecules to form supramolecular complexes in soil solution, these findings may be a 
particularly relevant, yet overlooked, factor in natural systems. Better understanding 
these processes in the future may strengthen our concept of organic matter 
stabilization in soils and global nutrient cycling.  
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Figure 4.1 a) DNA-BSA binding curve from circular dichroism spectroscopic 
measurements. Data points represent the change in DNA molar absorptivity with 
respect to a range of BSA:DNA ratios. The dashed red line represents the model fit to 
the Hill equation. Error bars represent standard deviation of measurements (n=3). b) 
Electrophoretic mobility values for DNA/BSA complexes synthesized with different 
amounts of BSA at pH=5.0 in 5 mM KCl. The dashed orange and blue lines represent 
the electrophoretic mobilities of BSA and DNA by themselves, respectively. Error 
bars represent standard deviation of measurements (n=3). Corresponding BSA:DNA 
ratios are displayed above data points. 
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Figure 4.2 a) Relaxation time distributions for DNA, BSA and experimental 
BSA:DNA ratios. b) Diffusion coefficients associated with fast (red circles) and slow 
(blue triangles) relaxation modes of DNA and DNA/BSA complexes at experimental 
BSA concentrations. Corresponding BSA:DNA ratios are displayed  above data 
points. The diffusion coefficient for BSA (not delineated here) was determined to be 
41.0 x 10-8 cm2/s, relatively higher than coefficients shown for DNA and DNA/BSA 
complexes. 
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Figure 4.3 ATR-FTIR spectra of BSA and DNA in solution and adsorbed on goethite 
at equilibrium and DNA/BSA adsorbed on goethite at a BSA:DNA ratio of 7.6. 
Dashed lines correspond with vibrations from BSA backbone (green), DNA 
nucleobases (purple) and DNA backbone (red). 
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Figure 4.4 ATR-FTIR spectra of biomolecules adsorbed on goethite at 3 (red), 7 
(grey), 23 (orange), 67 (green) and 99 (blue) minutes at BSA:DNA ratio of 18.9. Inset 
shows BSA amide II (red circles) and DNA ν C-C (blue circles) peak heights at time 
points for shown experiment.  
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Figure 4.5 a) Amide II : ν C-C peak ratios with adsorption time for BSA:DNA ratios 
of 3.9 (black x), 7.6 (green circles), 11.3 (upside down red triangles), 15.1 (blue 
diamonds) and 18.9 (orange squares). b) Heights for DNA ν C-C (black) and ν Fe-O-P 
(green) at equilibrium for experimental BSA:DNA ratios. c) ν Fe-O-P/ ν C-C peak 
height ratios for each BSA:DNA ratio used in experiments. Corresponding BSA:DNA 
ratios are shown above data points in b) and c). ν C-C and ν Fe-O-P represent the 
amount of DNA adsorbed and direct coordination of adsorbed DNA, respectively. 
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Figure 4.6 Conceptual figure highlighting the influence of associated BSA on the 
adsorption of DNA on goethite. Helices represent DNA and blue shapes indicate BSA. 
Green-shaded ovals depict zones of intermolecular repulsion between DNA and 
DNA/BSA complexes. Dashed red lines correspond with direct coordination between 
DNA and goethite through Fe-O-P bonding. 
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APPENDIX  
 
Figure A1.1. Concentration of Fe in crystalline (red), poorly-crystalline (yellow) and 
organically-bound (blue) forms for MB (top) and NT (bottom) soils. 
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Figure A1.2 Concentration of Fe in crystalline (red), poorly-crystalline (yellow) and 
organically-bound (blue) forms for MB (top) and NT (bottom) soils. 
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Figure A1.3 FTIR spectra of bulk MB soils 
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Figure A1.4 FTIR spectra of bulk NT soils 
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Figure A1.5 Carbon XANES spectra for individual replicates from MB (top) and NT 
(bottom) soils 
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Figure A1.6 Fluorescence EEMs of DOM from all MB replicates 
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Figure A1.7 Fluorescence EEMs of DOM from all NT replicates 
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Figure A2.1 FTIR spectrum of cleaned SWy-2 bentonite used in ATR-FTIR experiments 
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Figure A2.2 FTIR spectra from an adsorption experiment ([BSA] = 15.0 µM). Shown spectra 
were collected at ≈20 minute intervals from t = 3 minutes until t =120 minutes. The red line 
represents the FTIR spectrum of 15.0 µM BSA over a bare diamond IRE. 
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Figure A2.3 Elovich rate plot (qt vs. ln(t)) for each experimental BSA concentration. [BSA] = 
1.50 (yellow squares), 3.75 (red x), 7.50 (green circles) and 15.0 µM (orange triangles). Linear 
regression for each set is shown as solid line of corresponding color. 
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Figure A2.4 Pseudo-first order rate plot (ln(qe-qt) vs. t) for each experimental BSA 
concentration. [BSA] = 1.50 (yellow squares), 3.75 (red x), 7.50 (green circles) and 15.0 µM 
(orange triangles). Linear regression for each set is shown as solid line of corresponding color. 
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Figure A2.5 Pseudo-second order rate plot (t/qt vs. t) for each experimental BSA concentration. 
[BSA] = 1.50 (yellow squares), 3.75 (red x), 7.50 (green circles) and 15.0 µM (orange triangles). 
Linear regression for each set is shown as solid line of corresponding color. 
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Figure A2.6 Intraparticle diffusion rate plot (qt vs. √t) for each experimental BSA concentration. 
[BSA] = 1.50 (yellow squares), 3.75 (red x), 7.50 (green circles) and 15.0 µM (orange triangles). 
Linear regression for each set is shown as solid line of corresponding color. 
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Figure A2.7 a) Synchronous 2D-COS plot for [BSA] = 1.50 µM with corresponding 
autocorrelation spectrum and labelled peaks in the amide I band. Legend presents correlation 
values. 
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Figure A2.7 b) Asynchronous 2D-COS plot for [BSA] = 1.50 µM. Correlation values are shown 
in the legend. 
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Figure A2.8 a) Synchronous 2D-COS plot for [BSA] = 7.50 µM with corresponding 
autocorrelation spectrum and labelled peaks in the amide I band. Legend presents correlation 
values. 
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Figure A2.8 b) Asynchronous 2D-COS plot for [BSA] = 7.50 µM. Correlation values are shown 
in the legend. 
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Figure A2.9 a) Synchronous 2D-COS plot for [BSA] = 15.0 µM with corresponding 
autocorrelation spectrum and labelled peaks in the amide I band. Correlation values are shown in 
the legend. 
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Figure A2.9 b) Asynchronous 2D-COS plot for [BSA] = 15.0 µM. Correlation values are shown 
in the legend. 
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Figure A3.1 Image of 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA sheared from 0 to 6 minutes. 
Far left lane represents a 2 log ladder and far right represents a 100 bp ladder. Pulse time 
increases from second lane from left to second lane from right in 30 second pulses. The last point 
represents the size of DNA used in studies. 
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Figure A3.2 FTIR spectrum of synthetic goethite used in adsorption experiments, showing the 
prominent ν O-H mode (3132 cm-1) and ν Fe-O modes (895 and 794 cm-1) used for 
normalization of DNA ν C-C signal (895 cm-1). 
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Figure A3.3 XPS survey scans for goethite and DNA/goethite at all experimental equilibrium 
DNA concentrations. DNA concentrations shown are in units of mg/mL. 
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Figure A3.4 Adsorption kinetics for additional experimental DNA concentrations with 
corresponding pseudo-first order adsorption models (solid lines), including 0.0025 (orange 
squares) 0.01 (green circles) and 0.1 (blue upside down triangles) mg/mL DNA. 
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Figure A3.5 High resolution N 1s (left) and P 2p (right) spectra for goethite, DNA and DNA 
adsorbed on goethite at experimental equilibrium DNA concentrations. Concentrations shown 
are in units of mg/mL.The lowest value ([DNA] = 2.12 x x10-4) was omitted due to low N and P 
signals. Dashed vertical lines show peak position of DNA standard. 
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Figure A4.1 Binding curve from circular dichroism studies showing Hill (red) and Langmuir 
(green) model fits.  
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Figure A4.2 ATR-FTIR spectra of BSA and DNA in solution, adsorbed on goethite and 
adsorbed on goethite as DNA/BSA complexes at all BSA:DNA ratios at equilibrium. For peak 
assignments, see main text (Figure 4.3) 
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Figure A4.3 ATR-FTIR spectra of biomolecules adsorbed on goethite at 3 (red), 7 (grey), 23 
(orange), 67 (green) and 99 (blue) minutes at BSA:DNA ratio of 7.6. Inset shows BSA amide II 
(red circles) and DNA ν C-C (blue circles) peak heights at time points for shown experiment. 
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Table A1.2 Tentative peak assignments of organic functional groups and inorganic species in the 
< 0.2 µm water extractable fraction. 
 
  Peak Position (wavenumber (cm-1)) Peak assignment 
3350 ν O-H 
2930 νas CH2 
2855 νs CH2 
1660-1630 Amide/ketone ν C=O  
1600 νas COO-/ ν C=C 
1415 νs COO- 
1355 ν N-O (NO3-) 
1100 ν S-O (SO42-)/ ν C-O 
1040 ν C-C/C-O  
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Table A2.1 Pseudo-first order model parameters for each experimental concentration. 
 
Concentration 
(µM) 
k1 (min-1) RMSE 
1.50 0.0274  1.64 x 10-2 
3.75 0.0271  2.37 x 10-2 
7.50 0.0311 2.83 x 10-2 
15.0 0.0282  3.56 x 10-2 
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Table A2.2 Pseudo-second order model parameters for each experimental concentration 
Concentration 
(µM) 
k2 (min-1) qe  h (min-1) RMSE 
1.50 0.627 0.148 0.0137 4.38 x 10-3 
3.75 0.246 0.264 0.0171 9.34 x 10-3 
7.50 0.303 0.281 0.0239 8.99 x 10-3 
15.0 0.323 0.306 0.0302 9.64 x 10-3 
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Table A2.3 Intraparticle diffusion model parameters for each experimental concentration. 
Concentration 
(µM) 
kd (a.u. min-1/2) RMSE 
1.50 0.0150  1.98 x 10-2 
3.75 0.0250  2.49 x 10-2 
7.50 0.0280  3.43 x 10-2 
15.0 0.0312  4.13 x 10-2 
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Table A3.1 FTIR peaks (cm-1) and assignments for DNA in solution and DNA adsorbed onto 
goethite. 
 
DNA solution Adsorbed DNA Assignment Reference 
1716 1712 ν C=O guanine 28 
1667 1663 ν C=O thymine 28, 29 
1605 1605 ν C=N, ν C=C 
nucleobase rings 
28 
1489 1485 δ CH and CH2, CH3 
scissoring 
29 
1224 1218 νas backbone PO4-  28 
1088 1087 νs backbone PO4- 28 
 1068 ν Fe-O-P 46 
1055 1055 Backbone ν C-O  28 
1021 1021 Furanose vibration 28 
 1010 ν Fe-O-P  30,31,46 
970 970 Backbone ν C-C 28 
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Table A3.2 Pseudo-first order kinetic parameters for each experimental concentration. 
 
DNA 
concentration 
(mg/mL) 
Amax (a.u.) Standard Error k1 (min-1) Standard Error R2 
0.001 3.60 x 10-4 1.65 x 10-5 0.0329 0.0042 0.926 
0.0025 4.07 x 10-4 6.93 x 10-6 0.0571 0.004 0.968 
0.005 4.04 x 10-4 6.16 x 10-6 0.0649 0.0045 0.969 
0.01 4.56 x 10-4 8.38 x 10-6 0.114  0.0131 0.921 
0.05 4.75 x 10-4 6.26 x 10-6 0.170 0.0176 0.940 
0.1 5.06 x 10-4 9.79 x 10-6 0.168 0.0248 0.867 
0.5 5.14 x 10-4 9.46 x 10-6 0.355 0.0748 0.845 
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Table A3.3 Langmuir isotherm parameters derived from non-linear fitting of experimental 
isotherms of FTIR and XPS data. 
 
 FTIR XPS 
K (mL/mg) 1.25 x 103 9.48 x 102 
Maximum adsorption 5.28 x 10-4 (a.u.) 0.714 (%N / %Fe) 
RMSD (θ) 0.0504 
 
0.0551 
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Table A3.4. Component parameters from high resolution N 1s (a) and P 2p (b) XPS spectra for 
each experimental surface coverage and DNA standard.  
a) 
Equilibrium 
DNA 
concentration 
(mg/mL) 
Component 1 BE 
(non-conjugated –
NH-, saturated N) 
Component 1 
(area %) 
Component 2 BE 
(conjugated N) 
Component 2 
(area %) 
2.26 x 10-4 400.6 53.5 399.2 46.5 
1.57 x 10-3 400.6 54.3 399.2 45.7 
5.85 x 10-2 400.7 53.6 399.3 46.4 
5.14 x 10-1 400.2 61.0 398.8 39.0 
 N/A (standard) 400.3 57.5 398.7 42.5 
 
 
b) 
Equilibrium 
DNA 
concentration 
(mg/mL) 
Component 1 BE 
(P 2p 1/2) 
Component 1 
(area %) 
Component 2 BE 
(P 2p 3/2) 
Component 2 
(area %) 
2.26 x 10-4 134.5 50.0 133.7 50.0 
1.57 x 10-3 134.5 50.0 133.7 50.0 
5.85 x 10-2 134.6 50.0 133.8 50.0 
5.14 x 10-1 133.8 50.0 132.9 50.0 
 N/A (standard) 133.0 50.0 132.2 50.0 
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Table A4.1 Model parameters for Hill and Langmuir fitting of DNA-BSA binding curve from 
circular dichroism studies. Associated errors are shown in parentheses. 
Model Kd (μM) n ΔΔεmax Standard Error 
of Estimate 
Hill 2.11 (0.12) 2.71 (0.40) 1.60 (0.07) 0.07 
Langmuir 5.28 (2.29) N/A 2.87 (0.66) 0.15 
 
